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As regular readers will know, we had a gentle 

pop at the Duchess of Cambridge a few weeks 

ago over her rather old-fashioned way of 

dressing. We weren’t being mean – we’re big 

fans of Kate – we were just a bit worried the 

one-time style icon was looking increasingly 

frumpy. After all, the gorgeous royal is 34, not 84! 

Luckily, Kate seems to have listened to our 

advice. Pictured last week in a £498 floor-length 

blue dress by Indian designer Saloni, she’d 

ditched her go-to look of structured coats  

over knee-length dresses. Phew! 

But sadly, it was business as usual when  

it came to her accessories, and her matching 

blue suede heels didn’t do the outfit any  

favours – an open-toe metallic sandal would 

have made her ensemble much more on trend! 

But the biggest problem was her make-up. 

That heavy slap and 70s hair has to stop. Don’t 

get us wrong, it’s all beautifully done, but it adds 

years to Kate’s look. 

With a more edgy hairdo and the right 

accessories, the Duchess could have made  

a real impact, but as it 

stands, K-Mid looked like 

she was off to a cocktail 

party circa 1976 – and a 

dull one, at that. As one 

critic swiped online, “She’s 

dressed like an OAP!” Ouch!

If filing a school-style 

report on her look, we’d 

say, “Effort improving,  

but must try harder.”

Let’s hope we get 

more daring frocks  

as she tours India  

this week with Wills!

The Duchess’s 

dress was a hit, 

but her choice  

of shoes could 

have been better
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Rarely a week goes by without

Kerry Katona getting embroiled

in some sort of drama – and this

one’s been no exception. Speaking

exclusively to new!, the star

opens up about those airport

antics – and more! Turn to

page 6 for her no-holds-

barred chat.

KERRY 

CONTROVERSY

Kate sorts her 
style… almost!



Miranda KerrCALIFORNIA, APRIL 2Is that a prepacked salad
you’ve got there, Miranda?

Surely you have a personal
chef to knock you upsomething healthy?!

Jesse 

Wood & 

Fearne Cotton

LONDON, APRIL 4

Fearne supports her hubby,

whose dad is Rolling Stone

Ronnie Wood, at an exhibition

of the band’s memorabilia.

What a gorgeous couple

they are!

Rihanna
NEW YORK, 

APRIL 2
We know RiRi likes  
to experiment with 
fashion but those 
denim chaps are 
really not working 

with her Lady Di tee 
and oversized 
leather jacket! 

Chloe Jasmine
LONDON, MARCH 31

The former X Factor star 
proves she’s as driven as  
ever by posing on a gold  
sports car. As you do.

Coleen Rooney
AINTREE, APRIL 7

We’re used to seeing stars overdoing the 
orange – but usually in the form of badly 
applied fake tan. Col goes a step further 
with this caped lace dress. At least she 

would have been easy to spot in the crowd!



Taylor Swift & Calvin HarrisCALIFORNIA, APRIL 3The lovebirds look as smitten as
ever at the iHeartRadio Music

Awards after Taylor accepted her
Best Tour gong and publicly
thanked her man for hissupport.

Pappe
d

Seven days

with the stars

Nicole 
Kidman

SYDNEY, MARCH 25

There’s nothing like a morning

dip to keep your body in tip top

shape, as Nicole proves. But

sadly for us, a bracing swim

in the Thames doesn’t

hold quite the same

appeal…

PHOTOS: Blitz Pictures, Getty Images, Goffphotos.com, INFphoto.com, 
Max Mumby, Rex Shutterstock, Splashnews.com

Caitlyn Jenner
BEVERLY HILLS, APRIL 2

She often gets fashion tips from her 
style-conscious daughters but 

someone forgot to tell Cait about the 
importance of good underwear!



he’s been looking and  

feeling better than ever of 

late, thanks to a strict health 

and fitness regime. So 

imagine our surprise when pictures 

surfaced of Kerry Katona, drunk  

at Gran Canaria airport, rolling 

around on the floor with her 

trousers around her ankles, while  

on a sunshine break last month.

The mother of five, who’s been 

working hard to lose a whopping  

3st since her bitter split from  

hubby George Kay last year, was 

filmed by shocked onlookers gyrating 

on the tarmac in full view of cars, 

wearing a skimpy swimsuit. It led 

critics to label her “desperate”  

and “pathetic”. 

Even former Strictly judge Arlene 

Phillips had her say, commenting  

that it was “sad” Kerry couldn’t  

turn her life around after her 

well-documented struggle with  

drink and drugs. One fan even 

begged her to “stop drinking”.

But furious Kerry, 35, has hit  

back, exclusively telling new!  
she shouldn’t have to justify her 

behaviour to anyone – saying, “I was 

only letting my hair down on holiday.”

When we grab her for the full  

low-down on the scandal, she’s in  

a furious mood. Just hours before 

we get her on the phone, she was 

embroiled in a vicious Twitter spat 

with a leading showbiz journalist, 

who initially exposed the airport 

drama and later claimed she’d been 

dating a convicted killer, Kevin Lane 

– a story which stems from our 

report last week that Kerry was 

She says she was too 

“impatient” to wait until 

she arrived at her hotel 

to get some sun

I should
to apol
getting 

S

Following concern for her 
wellbeing after her bizarre 
antics at an airport, Kerry 
Katona hits back

INTERVIEW  Sarah Morton



getting cosy with him on a night out. 

In a rather unfortunate turn  

of events, the journalist then  

posted an eight-year-old picture  

of Kerry snorting cocaine, which  

left her devastated. 

Here, she has her say on her  

week from hell, and tells us why, 

despite her past battles with bipolar 

disorder, drink and drugs, she’s  

not going to apologise to anyone  

for her antics...

You’ve been doing so well lately 

with your health and fitness,  

but the next thing we know 

you’re lying on the tarmac, 

drunk. What happened?! 

I don’t feel I have to justify myself to 

anybody. I’ve done nothing wrong 

whatsoever. I was off on a short 

break, without my children for the 

first time in god knows how long.  

I’m a really nervous flyer, it was  

4am in the morning and we hit the 

champagne bar. We had nothing to 

eat on the plane and when I got off  

I just wanted to sunbathe. I wanted 

to lie down and get a bit of sun. 

Come on, I live in England! 

Did you feel really drunk, then? 

Well, yeah, obviously! I’m a 

lightweight when it comes to drink 

and I don’t really ever get the 

opportunity to do it. When you have 

five children to look after you have  

to be on the ball constantly. You 

never get to go out. Childcare costs 

so much! I just got really giddy by the 

fact I had no kids with me – as bad  

as that sounds – so I wolfed down 

the drink, like everyone does when 

they go on holiday. Then when we got 

While waiting for 

a car she decided 

to take off her 

trousers…

Kerry was in the 

airport’s champagne 

bar at 4am
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there, I saw the sun and got excited. 

I just wanted to get a suntan. 

Could you not have waited until 

you got to the hotel pool? 

No. I’m a very impatient person.

What was the reaction like on 

the plane? 

We were actually quiet on the plane. 

I know the papers said we were told 

to keep the noise down, but that is 

absolutely b*****ks. It was just me 

and my friend talking and chatting.  

It wasn’t like we were screaming  

and dancing in the aisles. We were 

just drinking and gossiping. As soon 

as we got out, we had to wait ages  

for the car, so I just wanted to lie 

down and get my tan. 

Did you realise you were  

being filmed?

No, I didn’t and it just goes to show, 

if it was Joe Bloggs no one would 

even bother filming it. But there are 

so many sick, greedy people in this 

world who want to make money off 

people’s downfall – and this isn’t 

even a f***ing downfall – this is me 

going away with my friends, having  

a good time, like everyone does. I’m 

entitled to let my hair down once in  

a while. I’ve had a f***ing sh*tty year 

and I don’t feel like I should have to 

apologise to anyone. I catch some 

rays on the tarmac and suddenly  

I’ve fallen off the wagon! Please.  

But looking at the pictures,  

can you see why people would  

be concerned? 

Yeah, of course I can see that, but 

this is what annoys me. All the good 

I’ve done over the years goes away 

so quickly. Not one person thinks, 

“Oh I don’t bloody blame her, look 

how hard she’s working, look how 

strong she’s been for her children.”  

I just had one too many – I don’t 

understand the big deal? 

Were you embarrassed when 

you saw yourself?

No! I laughed my head off! If this  

is front page news it must be  

a bloody slow news day. 

Arlene Phillips said  

it was “sad” you 

couldn’t turn your life 

around. What did you 

think of that? 

I’m sure Arlene Phillips has 

had one too many glasses of 

champagne in her 

time. But 

nobody’s 

interested in 

Arlene falling 

over, are they? 

So why do 

you think 

people are 

interested in 

it happening 

to you?

I don’t really 

know. I think 

people are waiting for me to have  

a nervous breakdown. I’ve been 

clean for eight years and I’m not 

about to ruin that. I’m entitled to  

let my hair down. And I did. 

But you’ve had such well-

documented problems with 

drink and drugs before…

It was drugs more than anything.  

I only have to have, like, two glasses 

of alcohol and I’m drunk anyway. It’s 

very rare that I get the opportunity 

to drink. I was nervous about flying 

and excited to get away. That really 

is all it was. 

What’s your drink of choice?

Definitely champagne – and that’s 

how you know I don’t drink very 

often. I can’t afford it! Seriously, I’ve 

had two nights out in eight months. 

People go out and cane it every 

single night! The people that report 

on this probably go home every night 

and open a bottle of wine. But I don’t! 

So you don’t drink 

at home at all? 

Not really, no. I might do 

on a special occasion. 

It was my daughter 

Dylan-Jorge’s 

birthday at the 

weekend and  

I had some 

friends over so 

we had a little 

tipple but 

on the whole  

I don’t find any 

satisfaction in 

drinking alcohol 

alone. For me, alcohol 

is for when you go out and 

socialise. I’m not one to walk  

in the front door and say, “What  

a hard day, I deserve a drink.”

Do you drink with your 

mum, Sue?  

My mum’s up north. It would be hard 

to drink with her – she lives 500 

miles away! But when she’s here,  

no, I don’t. She’s a big drinker. 

How did you feel when  

a showbiz journo tweeted 

an old pic of you  

taking drugs? 

It was just a disgusting thing 

to do. I’m a recovering drug 

addict. It’s basically bullying. 

Did you get a lot of 

support over it?

I really did. There 

was not one bit  

of negativity on 

social media. 

People have 

even started  

a petition  

to get him 

sacked. Also, after 

new! did a story about me being out 

with one of Danielle Brown’s friends, 

he printed a story saying the guy is a 

convicted killer called Kevin Lane. I’m 

not dating anyone – me and Danielle 

Brown went out on a night out and 

Kevin, who is a friend of Danielle’s 

friend, came out with us. I was linking 

arms with him because I can’t walk  

in high heels, and I gave him a little 

kiss. The paps were there, so, being 

Kerry Katona, I played up to the 

cameras and had a giggle. It’s not 

like my tongue was down his throat.  

I didn’t know he’d done murder! 

Were you upset when you 

found out? 

Not really, the guy’s done his time.  

I can see how it looked on me, but 

I’m not going to judge him. I’m not a 

judgmental person. I’m not gonna 

start slagging him off just because 

he’s a convicted killer. This is the 

problem with so many people in the 

world. They don’t take others on 

face value. I will treat someone the 

way they treat me and Kevin was a 

lovely guy. I’ve done nothing wrong. I 

gave a guy a peck on the lips, in front 

of the cameras, the next thing you 

know I’m dating a convicted killer. It 

pisses me off that I seem to be linked 

with everyone I’m pictured with. 

But you were kissing him,  

in fairness…

I was just having a giggle! I sh*t  

you not, my sex life on paper is 

amazing. In reality I haven’t slept  

with anyone since my husband. The 

industry can’t wait to find out who  

I’m dating, but let me set the record 

straight. I’m not with anybody, no 

personal trainers, no convicted 

killers – I haven’t got the time and  

I’m just not ready. And seeing the 

amount of sh*t I get when people 

think I’m in a relationship, makes  

me not want to be in one. I don’t 

want to be scrutinised any more! 

‘No one’s interested in Arlene 
Phillips falling over, are they?’
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She split from 

George last year

Kerry was 

snapped kissing 

Kevin Lane

Arlene 

Phillips 

said she 

felt “sad” 

for Kerry



Your daughters came to your 

defence on Twitter. Are you 

worried about how much they’re 

being exposed to? 

I didn’t let the girls have Twitter until 

they were 13. But with things like this, 

it opens their eyes to what the world 

is all about. I’m not worried about it,  

I bring my kids up well. They’re wise, 

and polite and they’re not daft. Any 

child would support their mother, 

whether they’re in the limelight or 

not. I’d be doing a bad job if my 

children did not want to defend me. 

Did you worry about them 

seeing the cocaine photo and 

airport pictures? 

My four youngest haven’t seen the 

drunk pictures. Molly knows about 

the drugs shot. She was so upset by 

it. I think, if anything, it was me she 

was upset for. She’s 15 this year. 

She’s not stupid. My kids live with  

me and they know me. They know  

I don’t do drugs and they know  

I don’t drink at home. It’s very  

rare they get to see me drunk. 

Then surely it was a shock 

for her?

I don’t think so. They’re quite 

light-hearted kids. Molly’s seen  

both pictures and now she’s like,  

“So bloody what, Mum. Big deal.”

She’s at the age when she’ll  

want to start partying soon 

– will you encourage that?

Molly’s already been in that situation. 

This is how I know I’ve brought my 

children up well. When I started 

drinking as a kid, it would be at the 

weekend with my mates, down the 

park – and Molly recently had the 

opportunity to do that. But she was 

unaware of the situation she was 

going into and she started crying. 

She rang me up and I went to get 

her, and she said, “Mum, I’m so 

sorry, I didn’t know there would be 

alcohol, I felt so uncomfortable, 

everyone was drinking and I just 

wanted to come home.” She got 

some stick at school the next day 

for standing her ground, but I’m 

very, very proud of her. 

Why was she so upset by it? 

It’s just her nature. We talk at  

home all the time about when they 

go out or go to sleepovers, if there’s 

alcohol there to please let me  

know, because you can’t watch  

your children 24/7. The kids can 

trust me and can tell me. If she felt 

uncomfortable for whatever reason 

with people drinking around her, 

I think it’s a show of respect and 

trust for me. She’s not ready to  

be that kind of girl. 

Do you worry that the latest 

drama could trigger a bipolar  

or depression attack?

No, I wouldn’t let it. I’m a bigger  

and better person than the people 

making up sh*t on me. This is 

absolutely nothing. I’ve been through 

too much sh*t in my life to let these 

little pictures bother me. 

‘They know I don’t do 
drugs and they know  
I don’t drink at home’

9www.new-magazine.co.uk  

Kerry drinks fizzy 

water on a lunch with 

Molly and Dylan-Jorge

Kerry recently 

enjoyed a night out 

in London with her 

five children



Troubled couple Tess daly 

and Vernon Kay puT on a 

uniTed fronT lasT weeK, but 

as Tess continues to insist he’s been 

“stitched up” over the latest sexting 

allegations, the woman at the centre 

of the scandal has broken her silence, 

claiming it’s Vernon who is responsible 

for destroying his marriage.

Just hours after Tess and Vern 

were seen together at a family  

party, Rhian Sugden lashed out  

at the Drive presenter, exposing  

his sexy WhatsApp messages and 

defending herself against allegations 

she’s a homewrecker. 

In words that will leave Tess, 47, 

horrified, Rhian, 29, said, “The only 

person responsible for wrecking 

Vernon’s marriage is Vernon himself.”

According to Rhian, the pair 

rekindled their text relationship in 

the last three months, six years after 

Vernon was originally caught out 

sending her explicit messages. 

She said the two planned to meet 

up in “a very private location” for 

“wine tasting”. Vernon is said to  

have told her she’d “better get  

a wig” and when asked if he was 

deleting all the messages, he  

replied, “Of course. Your profile  

pic ain’t the most subtle so yes.”  

She also revealed details of their 

previous messages – in which Vernon, 

41, used code words for sexual 

terms and indulged his fantasy to see 

her naked on Saddleworth Moor 

– and claimed that Vernon was an 

avid follower of her Instagram feed.

The news will come as a huge blow 

to Tess, who has insisted the whole 

situation is a “stitch-up”. A pal said, 

“Tess thinks this whole incident has 
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“My sense is that these two need counselling – and quick.  

I’m not sure if Vernon’s telling the truth, but it doesn’t 

seem to matter at this stage as Tess appears to be  

only hearing what she wants to hear. This could well  

be because she’s in denial. Tess won’t think of it as a 

‘betrayal’. She’ll just think Rhian is muck-raking again 

because she wants to sell her story or get on I’m A Celeb. 

“It’s interesting Tess allegedly called it a ‘stitch-up’ and 

refuses to acknowledge Vernon’s role in the drama. This could 

be down to her fear of losing him because she’s besotted with 

him or perhaps she needs physical evidence before she’ll 

believe it. It might be that she’s afraid of what will happen 

to her family – don’t forget there are children involved. 

“But by forbidding him from doing it again and taking 

the ‘I’m standing by my man’ approach, there’s no 

question the relationship balance is shot to bits. These 

two need to thrash it out properly and get to the real 

truth if they’ve got any hope of a happy future.”

‘Tess is in denial!’ e asked celeb psychologist Jo Hemmings 
Tess is so keen to forgive and forget...

The couple put 
on a united 
front at a 
family party 
last week

Rhian claimed  

Vernon is a fan of  

her Instagram feed

As Tess brands the sexting debacle 
a “stitch-up”, Rhian’s best mate 
says she’s kidding herself…

e

‘if Tess 
believes 
Vernon she 
needs help!’  
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been designed to cause harm and 

she won’t let it affect her. They’ve 

talked about it and they’re absolutely 

fine. They’re totally united. She thinks 

this woman is trying to make cash 

and boost her own profile. They’re 

both determined these allegations 

won’t damage them or their family.”

Rhian has been the thorn in  

Tess’s side for six years, and since 

the latest allegations emerged,  

the Page 3 girl has found herself 

propelled back into the limelight.  

Not only is she reportedly in talks to 

write an explosive tell-all book, which 

is currently being touted around 

publishers for a six-figure sum, 

she’s also hit back at trolls on 

Twitter over claims she’s split from 

her fiancé, former Coronation 

Street actor Oliver Mellor, 35. 

Rhian raged, “For all the “know it 

alls”... I have a fiancé called Oliver. 

Sorry to p*ss on your chips but we 

ARE still together. I am NOT a home 

wrecker, Porn star, escort, gold 

digger OR Stripper! I get paid to 

model and have done for 10 years. I 

own two cats and live in a two up two 

down, minding my own business!”*

Shortly after her rant, Rhian found 

time for a carefully orchestrated 

appearance with Oliver, putting on a 

united front stepping out for coffee, 

hours after Tess and Vernon were 

spotted driving home to their family 

mansion in Beaconsfield, Bucks. 

Earlier, Oliver shared a pic on 

social media of himself in bed with 

Rhian, to prove that a previous 

newspaper story about him dumping 

her was false. He captioned the 

shot, “If your ‘story’ is true then  

who the f##k is this in my bed??”

Meanwhile, Rhian is thought to be 

leaning heavily on her best pal Helen 

Wood, who wasted no time in slating 

Vernon and sticking up 

for her friend in her 

online newspaper 

column. 

Helen, a 

former escort 

who famously 

slept with Wayne 

Rooney back in 

2009 when Coleen 

was five months 

pregnant with first son Kai, 

said of Vern, “The fact he used code 

names for sexual bodily functions is 

a turn-off. What are you? Twelve?”

She added, “‘Gravy’ meant c*m 

apparently and ‘fountain’ meant 

squirting. I can’t even…”

Helen said Tess is kidding herself 

if she thinks her husband’s innocent. 

“On both occasions, texts 

proved that Vernon 

pursued Rhian. I don’t 

know what Tess is 

banging on about 

how she ‘won’t let 

this woman ruin my 

marriage’. The only 

way she can stop that  

from happening is by 

taking out an injunction for 

her husband to stay the f away 

from Rhian,” she said. 

“Who in their right mind goes 

back to a girl six years later to 

‘discuss’ things, if you believe that 

they were his intentions you need 

more help than he does,” she added.

Helen also warned, “Tess needs 

to concentrate on keeping her 

Rhian-obsessive at home on a tight 

leash rather than damning the girl 

he’s got a hard-on for.” Ouch! 

This has raised eyebrows given 

Helen’s past. After sleeping with 

Wayne, she went on to sell her 

story, becoming a glamour model 

and winning Big Brother in 2014.

It’s led some critics to suggest 

that Helen is giving Rhian advice on 

how to capitalise on the situation, 

while others have said Rhian is 

“desperate to be famous”, “attention 

seeking” and “craving the limelight”. 

We bet poor Tess and Coleen wish 

these two would just shut up and 

disappear out of their lives for good!

SARAH MORTON

Vernon and Tess looked 
strained as they were 

snapped in their car  
 last Monday

Rhian  
with pal 
Helen

Oliver tweeted 
this snap of  
the pair in bed

Rhian and 
Oliver put  

on a PDA as 
they stepped  
out for coffee 

last week 
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After three weeks AwAy 

from his wife, Michelle Keegan, 

you’d expect Mark Wright to be 

looking forward to spending some 

quality “alone” time with her. But the 

star – who flew out to South Africa, 

where Michelle is filming the BBC1 

drama Our Girl, last Monday – may 

have needed to take a cold shower 

or three, because both his parents 

and his mother-in-law joined him!

Michelle’s mum Jacqueline and 

brother Andrew were first to join 

Mark, 29, in Cape Town before his 

mum Carol and dad Mark Sr arrived.

Surprisingly, Mark didn’t seem too 

bothered by his loved ones invading 

his romantic getaway. Before jetting 

off, he said, “I am so excited to go 

over. For three or four days I’m 

going to be with Michelle’s mum  

and her brother, then they leave  

and my mum and dad fly out.”

Alongside an airport snap, he 

wrote, “Im on my way.... How Iv been 

waiting for this moment !! South Africa 

let’s see what you have to offer !!  

@michkeegan I’m coming for ya !!”* 

Once in Cape Town, Mark and 

new brother-in-law Andrew posted  

a selfie of themselves sightseeing.

Mark isn’t averse to holidaying 

with his parents. He and Michelle 

raised eyebrows last June when  

they invited the extended Wright/

Keegan clan to join them on their 

honeymoon. And ex-fiancée Lauren 

Goodger once said that when 

she was in Las Vegas 

with Mark in 2011,  

he called his 

parents “at least 

once a day”.

She said, 

“When you’re on 

holiday with your 

fiancé, you don’t 

expect him to be  

on the phone to his 

parents, do you?”

Despite being prised apart 

from her hubby, Michelle, 28, has 

barely had time to be lonely because 

of her “intense” filming schedule. 

But, making the most of some time 

off over Easter, the actress had  

a night out with the Our Girl cast, 

including hunky Ben Aldridge,  

who sent the rumour mill into 

overdrive after Michelle was 

pictured with her arm 

resting intimately  

on his shoulder. 

On her blog, she 

wrote, “We had 

Easter off over 

the weekend, 

which was a nice 

treat. The whole 

cast went out for 

dinner and drinks… 

Cape Town is very  

cool but quite casual.”

Considering Michelle’s so busy, 

perhaps it’s just as well that Mark 

has his parents for company!
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Michelle is 
currently filming 

Our Girl in  
South Africa

Michelle 
with 

co-star 
Ben

Mark arrived  
in Cape Town  

last week
The couple honeymooned 
with their parents last June

Mark posted a pic of himself 

with Michelle’s brother

right 
jets off for a  

  
get-together  

 
but his mum and 
mother  
ar

Marchelle’s 
romantic 
reunion is a 
family affair!
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After lAst week’s shock 

Announcement thAt cheryl 

fernAndez-versini is leAving 

the X fActor to focus on her 

music, many were left wondering, 

“Did she jump or was she pushed?”

Cheryl released a statement  

citing her “amazing experience”, 

but said, “I’ve missed making 

music and am excited to be 

recording again.” However, a 

source revealed that despite her 

close friendship with Simon 

Cowell, “other people involved 

in the negotiations did not 

want her back”.

When the 32 year old 

was asked towards the 

end of the competition 

last year if she’d 

make a return to 

the judging panel, 

Cheryl replied, “I 

don’t know is the honest answer.”

Last week her spokesperson 

insisted to us that it was Cheryl’s 

choice to leave, saying, “Cheryl made 

the decision to leave The X Factor, any 

claims otherwise are categorically 

untrue. She is going to focus on her 

music career and will be releasing a 

record later this year.” 

PR expert Gemma Wheatley, from 

talent agency Mokkingbird, told new! she 

thinks Cheryl’s made a smart move in 

deciding to abandon the show, and believes 

her absence from the panel could have 

devastating effects on the show’s success. 

She said, “Anyone can see the press 

attention that Cheryl commands. Without 

her the show really struggled, and 

Simon Cowell knows that. She is  

a huge press and ratings pull.”

Last week, former judge Nick 

Grimshaw – who departure 

was confirmed in February 

– launched a scathing attack  

on the show after Cheryl’s 

announcement and alluded to 

the show’s declining ratings.  

He said, “So she’s off, I’m off, 

Simon’s on, Dermot’s on, and 

who else? Olly’s gone, 

Caroline’s gone... the 

interest has gone.” Ouch!

Plus, as rumours 

continue to circulate that 

Nick, 31, and Cheryl will 

be replaced with Louis 

Walsh and Sharon 

Osbourne, both 63,  

it’s clear the producers 

are hoping to win back 

older viewers.

Gemma added, “The X Factor is 

not what it used to be and it’s very 

possible that Cheryl has taken good 

advice and feels staying on the show could 

end up being detrimental to her future 

career. It’s on a downward slope.”

However, Gemma did issue a stark 

warning to Cheryl about her music. While the 

former Girls Aloud star has enjoyed some 

success away from the band, her solo career 

has also been littered with flops, with her last 

single, Only Human, charting at No.70.

Gemma continued, “The tracks she 

chooses to release will be vital. I don’t think 

just being Cheryl is enough 

any more in music when she 

is competing with huge Brit 

females like Adele, Jess 

Glynne and Rita Ora.”

One thing which is guaranteed 

to keep Cheryl in the headlines, 

though, is her relationship with One 

Direction star Liam Payne, 22, and Gemma said 

this couldn’t have come at a better time, 

admitting, “Her new relationship with Liam 

certainly makes her more interesting to the 

press.” In fact, now she won’t be on our screens 

every Saturday night, it’s thought that she needs 

her relationship with Liam more than ever to 

remain a talking point.

The couple have been plagued with rumours 

that their relationship is a showmance, but last 

week Simon Cowell described the two as “madly 

in love” after he went to dinner with them in  

LA. He said, “I saw them together and we had  P
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The star has 
had a bumpy 
solo career

She is the 
latest judge to 
leave the show

She will have to 
compete with the likes 

of Jess Glynne

Our expert says 

her relationship 

with Liam has come 

at a good time

We talk to a PR expert 
following Cheryl’s 
departure from  

X Factor about 
what the future holds 
for the star…

‘Just being Cheryl 
won’t be enough to 
make it in music’
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a really nice dinner. They were on good form. 

They’re like two little chipmunks madly in love. 

Literally, they were so cute.” 

Last week Cheryl, who’s been spending time in 

the studio in LA, posted a pic on Instagram of a 

heart tattoo she’d had done on her middle finger, 

and it didn’t take long for fans to say it was a sign 

of her love for Liam. One said, “Awwww... is that for 

Baby Liam... LOL,” referencing the ten-year age gap. 

In fact, the broody star’s desire to start a family 

with Liam could have been another 

nail in the X Factor coffin for 

Cheryl. Back in 2014, when 

she was still with Jean-

Bernard, she admitted she 

wouldn’t be able to have 

a family while doing the 

show, saying, “You 

couldn’t do them both.”

Maybe now’s the time…

JULIA BROOKS

Caroline Flack has hit back at rumours that her relationship with 
former co-presenter and best friend Olly Murs has suffered since the 
pair were dropped from The X Factor two months ago.

After it was reported that Caroline was furious with Olly when they 
were given the boot and that she was no longer speaking to him, she 
raged on Twitter, “I hate being made to make a comment on these 
things but I feel forced… I’m not bitter about X factor… I have not 
fallen out with Olly, I wanted to leave, I had the best time... I’m happy. 
Rested. Feel blessed and am looking forward to the rest of the year…
Everything evolves and changes. Time to move on xx.”

A source had claimed, “Caroline felt really disappointed that Olly 
knew they wouldn’t be returning before she did. She thought he’d at 
least have had the courtesy to tell her.”

Caroline: ‘i have not 
fallen out with olly!’

c

we weren’t 
saCked… honest!

Caroline 
and Olly 
are both 
moving on

Cheryl posted this 
pic of herself in 

the studio

Is this new 
tattoo for Liam?

“This was an incredibly 

hard decision to make and 

one I didn’t take lightly  

as I’ve really enjoyed 

co-hosting The X Factor.

It’s been one big adventure 

and I loved every minute of it, 

but my heart belongs to music 

and I want to concentrate 100 per cent 

on making my next album and getting 

back to performing. I felt increasingly 

like the music side of things had to be 

shoehorned into the TV schedule.”

olly murs

feb 21

“I have had a brilliant time 

working on The X Factor  

over the last few years,  

and hosting the main show 

was just fantastic. I made 

some amazing friends.  

I’m looking forward to 

carrying on working with  

the team over at ITV.” 

Caroline flaCk

feb 22

“After careful consideration, 

Nick’s decided to rule 

himself out as a judge on 

this year’s X Factor. He 

loved working on last 

year’s series alongside 

Rita, Cheryl and Simon but it 

was very much a once-in-a-

lifetime experience. He remains a 

massive fan of the show and is looking 

forward to watching it this year.”

niCk grimshaw

feb 19

We take a look at the 
latest casualties 
and the reasons they gave 

for leaving the show…
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Gemma Collins has made no seCret 

of the faCt that she is desperate to 

have a baby this year. And despite her once 

admitting he made her feel bad about herself,  

the Celebrity Big Brother star has moved a  

step closer to making her dream come true  

by reuniting with her ex-fiancé Rami Hawash. 

The couple rekindled their relationship at 

Easter after finding they still had a “spark”  

two years after ending their engagement.

“Gemma bumped into Rami a few weeks  

back, and they definitely have a spark,” revealed 

a source. “They spent the whole bank holiday 

weekend together and it was just like old times. 

They still really care for each other and enjoy 

each other’s company.” 

Gemma, who shot to fame on The Only Way  

Is Essex, is also following Rami on Twitter again 

– another hint she is giving him a second chance. 

And friends believe the boutique owner will be 

desperate for him to  

put a ring on it again.

“They’re both keeping 

their options slightly open 

but pals reckon another 

engagement could be on 

the cards,” the insider 

went on to say. 

The reconciliation comes despite Gemma, 

35, having previously accused Rami, 40, of “using” 

her for her fame, being verbally abusive and 

ruining her self-esteem. In fact, not long after 

their 2014 break-up, she admitted, “He made me 

feel bad about myself. He’d say I was a fatsie.”

The pair dated on and off for three 

years, with Rami proposing on 

Christmas Day 2013. But 

following their split just three 

months later, he claimed she 

had anger issues and a nasty 

temper. “She needs help for 

her anger issues. If things 

weren’t going well she’d take  

it out on me. She 

once threw a glass 

and went berserk and 

chucked a curry at me.”

Now some fans are wary of her 

motives. “After all those interviews 

about how badly he treated her and 

how he smashed her confidence.  

I don’t know who’s more stupid, him 

or her,”* one said. Another added, 

“Gemma is probably one of the most 

insecure Z-lister celebs out there.”

Just weeks before reuniting with car mechanic 

Rami, Gemma admitted she wanted to become  

a mum by the end of this year, saying, “I’m 

desperate to have a baby. I’ve got all these 

amazing things happening to me but the one  

thing I want takes forever and a day. That’s  

a massive thing missing in my life. I’d  

love to be in love, I’d love to be 

married and I’d love to have a 

baby by the end of the year,  

but I can’t see it happening.”

And following her pregnancy 

drama in the CBB house in 

January, Gemma, who was 

dating jailbird Stephen Mortimer 

at the time, said, “If I had been 

pregnant I would have been over 

the moon. Sadly, I’m not pregnant... 

but watch this space! I do believe this is  

my year. If I was pregnant I’d be over the moon.”

Following her split from Rami, Gemma vowed 

to stay away from bad boys, but early last  

year she found herself back in the arms of her 

convicted criminal ex, Alex Moss. 

A spokesperson for Gemma refused to confirm 

whether she and Rami are together again. 

KARMEl DOuGHTy
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Th nciliation comes despite Gemma

Gemma feels something’s 
missing from her life

Is GC set for happiness at 
last with ex-fiancé Rami?

Broody Gemma Collins 
and her former fiancé 

 
rediscovered their spark 

Gemma 
reunites with 
ex to fulfil 
baby dream

In tears 
during her 
pregnancy 
drama on 

CBB

With former jailbird
flame Stephen

Gemma had  

a turbulent 

relationship

with Alex
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Professor Green miGht want 

to look away now! If he thought 

Millie Mackintosh’s dalliance with her  

ex, Hugo Taylor, in Dubai last month  

was a one-off, he’ll be devastated to 

see our pics of the pair spending 

the night together last week 

– proving their rekindled 

romance is well and truly on. 

Millie, 26, and Hugo,  

who dated for six months  

in 2011, have grown 

increasingly close, just  

six weeks after Millie 

and Pro announced 

their separation 

following two years  

of marriage.

And, as our pictures 

show, the couple  

could barely keep 

away from each other 

as they arrived back  

at Millie’s London home 

after having lunch  

with pals in Chelsea.

At one point, Hugo, 29, 

tenderly rested his head on 

Millie’s shoulder, suggesting 

the pair are an item once 

more following their bitter 

break-up in 2011. Their split 

was publicly documented  

on Made In Chelsea and 

came after Hugo cheated  

on Millie with her best  

pal Rosie Fortescue.

But clearly, all has  

been forgiven. According  

to reports, Hugo left Millie’s 

the following morning 

looking very pleased with 

himself. A source said, 

“They had a great night together 

and it looks like they’re officially 

back together.”

The news is likely to come as  

a huge blow to Pro, who separated 

from Millie in February over 

claims he wanted to  

start a family – but  

she wasn’t ready.

Although pals  

have insisted he  

is happy for his  

ex, it’s thought  

the rapper – real 

name Stephen 

Manderson – is 

simply trying to put 

on a brave face.

A pal said, 

“Stephen feels that who 

Millie sees is none of his 

business now as they’re  

not together any more.  

He’s happy for her to move on.”

However, fans weren’t convinced. 

“This can’t be nice for Professor Green 

to see,” one commented after seeing the cosy 

shots of Millie and Hugo. Another added, “As if 

Pro’s going to say ‘I’m very happy my ex missus  

of just 5 weeks has had a bloke stay overnight. 

Well pleased she’s seeing some pelvic action?’  

I expect he’s feeling rather low!”*

Hugo and Millie’s night of 

passion came just a few days 

after they got close during  

a polo match in Dubai.  

As new! reported last 

week, the pair “looked 

very cosy” at British  

Polo Day and at one 

point appeared to kiss  

in front of shocked 

onlookers. It led a 

devastated Pro, 32, to 

tweet, “Difficult to stay 

afloat with that sinking feeling.” 

At the time of going to press, 

none of the key players had referenced 

the latest drama on social media. But one thing’s 

for sure, this hook-up is proving to be as juicy as 

any Made In Chelsea storyline! 
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Pro Green puts on a brave face 
 

 ex... 

Millie and 
Hugo step it 
up a gear!
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They were seen 

arriving at Millie’s 

pad together

Pro Green, seen here 
last Wednesday,  
insists he wants  
Millie to move on

Pro Green was upset
by photos of the pair
cosying up in Dubai

Hugo and Millie 
have rekindled 
their romance





NothiNg says “i’m sorry” 

more thaN haviNg a tattoo 

of your wife doNe – and that’s 

exactly what Kieran Hayler did last 

week to prove his devotion to Jordan 

almost two years after he was 
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caught having an affair with the  

star’s best friend. 

Tattoo artist Jay Hutton tweeted, 

“Today was spent doing a tattoo for 

Kieran of his wife @MissKatiePrice 

and being entertained by the 

little man junior,” to which 

Katie responded, “Can’t 

wait to see what you have 

done to my hubby and wNt 

you to do mine xx.”*

Kieran’s romantic 

gesture comes just 

weeks before the 

second anniversary of 

Katie discovering he’d 

cheated on her with 

best pal Jane Pountney, while she was 

pregnant with their first child, Jett.

Jordan, 37, who was pregnant with 

their second child Bunny when she 

found out about it, tweeted on May 7, 

2014, “Sorry to say me and kieran 

are divorcing him and my best 

friend jane pountney bee 

having a full blown sexual 

affair for 7 months.”  

It later emerged he had 

also slept with her pal 

Chrissy Thomas, and 

Kieran admitted he  

was a sex addict. 

Katie and her hubby, 

who married in 2013, put the 

past behind them when they 

renewed their wedding vows in a 

ceremony near their West Sussex 

home in February last year, but it 

seems Kieran, 29, still wants to prove 

how much he regrets his actions. 

Two months ago, he hinted at his 

plans for a tattoo, saying, “I’m proud 

of Kate for sticking with me – she’s 

my guardian angel. And all will be 

revealed about Kate being my angel 

in April. Let’s just say it’s not really  

a present. It’s more like a thank you 

to her for sticking around.”

Blimey, we can’t wait to see what 

he does next year! 

JuLIA BrOOKS

Kieran says loyal 
wife Katie is his 
“guardian angel”

T  Katie discovered his fling 
 best friend, Kieran marks the 

Kieran’s most romantic 
gesture yet!

i d th when they
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Katie’s son Junior 
with Kieran and 
tattooist Jay Hutton

Family time 

with Bunny 

 and Jett

Jane 
Pountney 
was best 
pals with 

Katie 
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Rob KaRdashian sent 

shocKwaves thRough his 

family last weeK when he 

proposed to his girlfriend Blac Chyna 

after just three months of dating. 

Their whirlwind courtship has been 

tinged with controversy due to Chyna’s 

fraught relationship with the rest of the 

Kardashian/Jenner clan. So it’s perhaps 

no surprise that within hours of him 

proposing with a £230K seven-carat 

diamond ring, his family fled California. 

While the couple celebrated in LA, Kris, 

Kourtney, Kim, Khloé, Kendall and Kylie 

refused to publicly acknowledge their 

news, instead choosing to share family 

snaps of their ski trip 

in Colorado. Awkward!

The fact his family 

seem to be against his 

relationship didn’t stop 

Rob from pulling out  

all the stops when he 

popped the question 

– he is said to have 

bought her 500 roses 

and set the scene with 

enough candles to 

light up a stadium!

The smitten 29 

year old, who was 

something of a 

recluse before he  

fell for Chyna, 27, said 

in 2014 he was scared 

of never finding the 

right girl. When asked 

about his fears, he 

said, “Probably 

picking a proper wife 

and not just rushing 

something,” adding, 

“Actually, I’m 

probably not afraid of  

that, as I probably won’t get 

married. But probably finding 

the right one, because I don’t 

really believe in divorce.” 

We take a look at why  

Rob’s family aren’t as sure 

about Chyna as he is…

KARmeL DOuGHTy

The 18 year old has always felt 

awkward around Chyna given that 

she’s her boyfriend Tyga’s ex-fiancée 

and they have a three-year-old son, 

King Cairo, together. eek! up until 

now, Tyga, 26, has remained 

tight-lipped on Chyna and Rob’s 

relationship, but hours after news of 

their engagement emerged, he gave 

the couple his blessing via Twitter. 

However, according to reports, he’s currently 

embroiled in a bitter custody battle with Chyna. 

He wrote, “everybody deserves 2 be happy. What 

some1 does for their happiness is not my concern, as 

long as it’s not interfering wit my happiness. It makes 

me happy to see the mother of 

my son happy. my only concern 

in this situation is my son. I want 

him in happy environments.”* 

Tyga added, “He’s innocent  

in this. & I want him to feel as 

much love as possible. Only an 

evil heart would direct negativity 

at a child & make fun of him for 

being in a situation that is out of 

his control. When u been blessed 

how I’ve been, & create some1  

u love unconditional, u’ll understand how I feel. ull 

want to protect that blessing.”

Tyga has been a regular at family parties since 

falling for Kylie, but somehow we think Chyna might  

be left off the guest list at future events.

Khloé has often referred to Rob as her 

“best friend”. So it was no surprise she took 

his relationship with Chyna the hardest. She 

reportedly kicked him out of her house and 

appeared to slam him on Twitter, writing, 

“Never go against THE Family.” But Khloé’s 

biggest gripe is thought to be the fact that 

despite her efforts to turn her 

brother’s life around, it’s 

Chyna who’s succeeded in 

bringing him out of his shell.

Khloé, 31, has spent the 

last few years helping Rob 

battle his depression 

and health issues after 

he became a recluse 

and gained 100lbs. Last 

October, she said, “I’ve 

been really trying.” 

But since his fiancée 

entered his life, he’s 

lost 40lbs through 

regular workouts 

with her, rejoined 

social media and  

is socialising again. 

Kim has always taken a tough love approach when 

it comes to her brother, and after he shunned her 

wedding to Kanye West in may 2014, there has 

certainly been no love lost between the pair. 

Kim, 35, has taken every opportunity to have a 

pop at Rob, and last July, she claimed he smokes 

marijuana, saying, “He has gained weight, he 

feels uncomfortable being on the show, and 

that’s OK. Do I think that he smokes weed, 

drinks beer, and hangs out with his friends 

and plays video games all day? yes.”

But Rob has also dished out some 

insults of his own. Last march, he 

compared Kim to Rosamund Pike’s 

psychotic character in the film 

Gone Girl. Captioning a picture 

from the movie, he wrote on 

Instagram, “This is my sister kim, 

the bitch from Gone Girl…” Nice.

Rob called 
Kim “the 

bitch from 
Gone Girl” 

Kim and Kanye 
enjoyed a night 
out in Colorado 
last week

Kylie with Tyga 
and King Cairo

Kim and Rob 
have clashed  
in the past

Kourtney, 
Scott and 

Khloé went 
bowling

Kendall  

and Kris hit 

the shops

 As Rob Kardashian pr

Why the Kardashi 
snubbed Rob’s eng 

“Bitch” 
Kim gets

heR
KlaWs
out

 Kylie’s ex files

KhloÉ’s lost heR 
Best fRiend
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Is Khloé 
missing 

Rob? 



Chyna showed off her 
ring as she headed to a  

club with Rob in West 
Hollywood last week

The 36 year old isn’t usually one to stir the  

pot, but being best friends with Rob’s first 

love Adrienne Bailon will leave Kourtney in  

a difficult position. Last month, Adrienne 

admitted Rob’s family will “always be a part 

of my life” following a night out with Kourtney 

and Kylie in February. At the time, Kourt 

shared a snap of their bonding session on 

Instagram, saying, “Reunited best friends lol.” 

Kylie also uploaded a snap of the trio with 

the caption, “Cause we are sistersss.” 

Although Rob and Adrienne split  

in 2009 after two years of dating, 

they were rumoured to have 

rekindled their romance last 

October, weeks after she split  

from her fiancé, Lenny Santiago. 

Momager Kris is known for  

her bossy ways but since Rob 

distanced himself from the 

family and pulled out of their 

reality show, she’s had very 

little control over him – and 

she’s no doubt terrified that she 

will have even less control now! 

Kris, 60, said of Chyna last 

month, “I haven’t really seen 

her that much and I don’t know 

her as well as everyone else 

but she seems like a really nice girl and I just haven’t been around 

her too much.” Hmm. 

Last week, it was claimed in an explosive tell-all book, Kardashian 

Dynasty, that Kris orchestrated Kim’s 72-day marriage to Kris 

Humphries and her two-year marriage to Kanye. But sadly for Kris, 

she’s not likely to have the same power over her future 

daughter-in-law. She also has competition in the 

form of Chyna’s outspoken mum, Tokyo Toni. Days 

after meeting Rob, Tokyo took to Instagram to 

say, “Chy and Rob are my favorite two people 

in the world. They both have shown strength 

diversity and triumph.” You tell ’em, Tokyo! 

Adrienne and 
Rob dated

Chyna’s mum 
Tokyo 

The couple announced 

their engagement on 

Instagram last week

i ans have 
 eng agement! 

KouRtney’s aWKWaRd alliance!

KRis Kan’t
KontRol heR!
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Kris has also had 
little say over Rob’s 
life in recent months 

Kourtney and 
Kylie recently 
reunited with 
Adrienne



 

AmAndA Holden neArly cAused 

breAkfAst tV Viewers to cHoke on 

tHeir cornflAkes lAst week with what 

some dubbed her “waxwork”-like appearance.  

The 45-year-old presenter, who was filling in for 

Lorraine Kelly on the ITV show, was blasted on 

social media for having had “too much surgery”, 

despite insisting she quit Botox in 2012. 

“Amanda Holden is so scary, she can barely 

move her face when she talks,” one startled 

viewer commented, while another tweeted, 

“Amanda Holden could barely move her face/

mouth on TV this morning. Botox I assume.”

In 2014, the reality show judge announced  

she’d given up the anti-wrinkle injections after  

the birth of her daughter Hollie, now four. The 

star, who’s been married to music producer Chris 

Hughes, 42, since 2003 and is also mum to 

ten-year-old Lexi, put her youthful looks down  

to yoga and running – nothing more.

“Everybody knows that yes, in the past  

I’ve talked about having Botox,” she said.  

But she insisted that, after haemorrhaging  

and nearly dying while giving birth to Hollie  

in 2012, she had “not gone under the knife  

or had any injections” since.

But viewers seem far from convinced  

that Amanda’s been sticking to her guns, with  

another posting, “What has happened to  

@AmandaHolden’s face? She looks like a waxwork.”

Anne-Marie Gillett, Non-Surgical Director at 

Transform Surgery, certainly seemed to agree 

with the doubters and told new!, “Looking at  

the recent images of Amanda, it would appear 

that she is continuing to indulge in regular 

injectable non-surgical procedures. It looks  

like she’s struggling with movement in her 

forehead, which would normally indicate copious 

amounts of Botox injections. It’s looking very  

tight and taut, a tell-tale sign of Botox use.  

And she does seem to be lacking the natural  

lines expected of someone in their mid-40s.”

It wasn’t just Amanda’s smooth forehead  

that was causing concern. “Her cheeks also  

appear particularly pronounced and full,  

perhaps from too much filler being injected,” 

Anne-Marie added. “When too much product  

is used, it can create fine lines around the  

bridge of the nose and eye area. Her lips  

also strike me as being significantly fuller,  

as if they have been treated recently.” 

AmAndA’s 
fAciAl 

frights

FEB 2014 The 

star raised 

eyebrows  

(but possibly 

not her own!)  

at the BGT 

auditions with 

her wrinkle-

free look. But 

she insisted 

she’d given up Botox two years 

earlier following the traumatic 

birth of daughter Hollie. 

oct 2014

Amanda, who was 

co-hosting This 

Morning during  

Holly Willoughby’s 

maternity leave, 

denied having had 

surgery after a 

viewer branded her 

face “plastic”. A spokesperson said that 

a skin condition she suffers from – keloid 

scarring – “wouldn’t allow” her to have it. 

JUNE 2015

The TV judge’s face 

hit the headlines 

after Britain’s Got  

More Talent host 

Stephen Mulhern 

compared her to 

Jocelyn Wildenstein 

– dubbed The Bride 

Of Wildenstein 

because of her extensive surgery – on 

live TV. Amanda responded by chucking 

water at him. 

Her appearance 
shocked viewers

As her -like face 
 

expert urges the star to 
ditch the anti-ageing jabs...

 It’s not the first 
time her face  

has triggered a 
strong reaction… 

Amanda 
warned: 
‘calm down 
with the 
Botox’
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Drama queen Stephanie DaviS haS 

kept uS gueSSing about her on/off 

relationship with Jeremy McConnell 

ever since they met in the Celebrity  

Big Brother house. But now we’re also 

struggling to keep up with the actress’s 

ever-changing appearance!

Last week, Steph, 23, debuted fuller 

looking lips and even blonder hair in  

a snap her boyfriend Jez uploaded  

on Instagram. The photo was also  

taken as confirmation that the pair  

are, once again, back together. 

But fans were quick to slate Steph’s 

appearance in the picture, in which the 

couple are seen cosying up to former 

CBB housemate David Gest. One wrote, 

“Steph looks like Lesley ash here 

maybe she should go back dark 

and stop getting her lips done,”* 

while another stated, “She 

turned into a chipmunk.”

Just days before the snap 

was posted, the former 

Hollyoaks star uploaded  

before and after  

pictures of her fuller 

looking pout with  

the caption, “Wooo  

@AestheticallyU for 

my lush lips forever 

the best! #natural 

#bow #kiss #readyformykisses.”

However, aesthetics doctor Vincent 

Wong – who has treated stars including 

Michelle Keegan and Michelle Heaton – 

insisted Steph’s inflated lips will reduce 

in size after time. He told new!, “Steph 

has had dermal filler injected into her 

lips to give them more volume and 

definition. In the first picture  

(inset above) they looked really 

good. The lips were very well 

defined and not overdone.”

 However, Dr Wong added, 

“In the picture of her with 

Jeremy, the lips did look too 

big. I believe this is down to 

swelling of the lips after  

the procedure, which  

is absolutely normal 

and they usually settle 

within two weeks.”

What a relief!

julia brooks

With amanda back on the britain’s Got Talent 

panel, she may be feeling even more anxious 

about her appearance, especially as britain’s  

Got More Talent host stephen Mulhern, 39, 

compared her to cat-faced american socialite and 

plastic surgery fan jocelyn Wildenstein last year! 

on the plus side, Transform’s anne-Marie  

does think amanda “looks good for her age”,  

but going forward, her advice is to “calm down” 

with the treatments. “There is a thin line she may  

well soon cross,” she warns.

luckily, amanda described herself last week  

as being blessed with a “thick skin”, so it’s unlikely 

the viewers’ criticisms will bother her too much.  

“i never read comments online,” she said. on  

this occasion, it’s probably just as well!

jessica evans

OCT 2015

again while hosting  

This Morning, the star 

came under fire over  

her “fake” appearance.  

one viewer blasted, 

“seriously, this has got 

to be the most botoxed 

face out there.” but 

amanda insisted it was 

the brow-shaping treatment HD brows and 

regular facials that were keeping her youthful. 

Amanda 
seemed to be 
lacking any 

natural facial 
lines last week

The reality star’s 
plumped up pout gets 
a mixed reaction…

‘Chipmunk’ 
Steph’s lip fail! 

Amanda 
in 1998

Fans 
compared 
Steph to 

Leslie Ash

The actress posted before 
and after pictures

Jeremy and 
Steph met up 

with David Gest 
last week
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Victoria Beckham treated 

harper to an afternoon 

of pampering last week. 

But their seemingly innocent  

mother/daughter day out ended  

with Posh being slated by fans. 

Four-year-old Harper was pictured 

looking bored and glum as her mum 

had staff at a Los Angeles beauty 

salon literally waiting on her hand 

and foot as they gave her a manicure 

and pedicure. 

“She looks bored to tears, she 

should be out playing with other kids, 

Victoria, let her be a child,” one fan 

fumed, while another added, “Of 

course little girls want to be like their 

Mummy, but this is ridiculous. Two 

people tending to her nails whilst she 

looks bored out of her mind. She is 

FOUR! Get a grip Victoria!!”

Others pointed out a child of 

Harper’s age should be playing in the 

park and getting messy – not preened 

to perfection. “She doesn’t look 

happy! This child should be playing 

with other children of her own age.” 

Their trip to the salon came  

after Harper joined her mum at a 

SoulCycle exercise class alongside 

her brother Cruz, 11, and dad David. 

“Her parents are so selfish, they 

want to go to the gym, the children 

have to go, mother wants a 

manicure takes the little girl, look  

at her face she is bored and her 

mother is completely ignoring  

her,” a blogger said. One fan even 

claimed Harper only ever “looks 

happy with her dad”. Ouch! 

But in fairness to Victoria, 41, she 

joined Harper and David, 40, for a 

hike in the Hollywood hills and later 

the mum-of-four shared an adorable 

photo of her only daughter engaging 

in an activity every child loves – 

painting. She captioned the snap, 

“Fun day in the sunshine painting X  

I love u baby girl #proudmummy.” 

We reckon Harper’s paintings 

would sell for a fortune on eBay.
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Attentive  
staff tend to 

Harper’s nails

Victoria Beckham’s mothering skills 
come under fire after she takes her 
young daughter to a beauty salon 

Posh told: ‘Let Harper 
be a child!’ 
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Harper and 

David enjoy a 

hike in the hills

Then Harper turns her 
attention to painting



harlotte Crosby is in a 

surprisingly perky mood 

when we arrive at her 

plush London hotel room. 

We say surprisingly because just 

days earlier, she embarked on an 

epic Twitter rant, slamming her on/

off boyfriend Gaz Beadle after he’d 

been accused of trying to cheat on 

her with student Vicky Marriott on 

Easter Sunday. “It changes week to 

week,” Charlotte says of her feelings 

for Gaz, shrugging her shoulders. 

Inviting us into her bed for our 

chat, we can’t help but think 

about her shock night-time 

romp with Chloe Ferry  

in last week’s Geordie 

Shore. But before we 

get a chance to ask 

Charlotte, 25, about the 

pair’s drunken antics, 

we’re told it’s off limits.

However, Charlotte has 

since set the record straight, insisting 

the friends did not have oral sex. 

“I think Chloe wanted to perform 

oral sex,” she said. “We thought 

about it and it was about to happen, 

but it didn’t! It nearly did, but I had  

a really hairy vagina!”

Here, Charlotte attempts to shed 

light on what’s really going on with 

her and Gaz and discusses how she’s 

feeling about her body…

So, what’s going on between 

you and Gaz? 

I don’t really know but we’ve both 

got a lot of work commitments so 

we’re not going to see each other 

for a while, which is a bit of a 

shame. We’re on speaking terms. 

How did that come about?

We spoke a few times since  

[the Twitter rant] and we work  

a lot together so we can’t avoid 

each other for too long. 

Are you official?

No. 

Why are you hesitant?

We’re both so busy and 

we’ve seen each 

other about four 

days in the last two 

months. Now I’m 

not going to see 

him for three 

weeks, so how can 

you make anything 

official or know what’s 

going on in those terms? 

Are either of you dating 

other people?

No, we’re not. 

You were recently pictured 

kissing a mystery guy…

That man was gay. He’s one of  

my gay friends and I actually think 

he’s dating Sam Smith.

Does Gary mind when he sees 

things like that?

He would know he was a gay  

friend, but he did ask us.

That must have made you  

feel good?

Not really, I don’t think he was  

really bothered.

Some people have said because 

you aren’t in a relationship with 

Gaz you really shouldn’t be 

angry if he kissed 

another girl, or 

asked someone 

back to his hotel 

room. What would 

your response be? 

Erm… Good point. 

Besides the drama with Gaz, how 

are you feeling within yourself?

I’ve been getting loads of compliments 

lately and I feel great. I feel really, 

really good. 

What’s your response to people 

who say you’ve 

ruined your face? 

You know what, I don’t 

care what people say. 

It doesn’t bother us  

in the slightest. I love 

the way I look and get 

compliments every 

single day about each 

feature on me face. I’ve 

just had a compliment 

about my lips – 

everyone loves me lips. 

They actually do look 

smaller in real life.

I know, it’s all bulls**t. 

How often do you  

get them done?

I’ve had them done four 

times. It’s not about  

how often you get them 

done, it’s about how 

much you get put in.  

I would never ever  

get any more than half  

a mil done at a time. 

Otherwise you start  

to look ridiculous. 

Are you happy with your body?

Yes, completely happy. 

Do you still work out regularly?

Very regularly. I had the weekend  

off though and just slept.

How often do you normally  

work out a week? 

I try for three or four times. 

Do you find it harder 

now to maintain the 

way you look? 

It’s always a struggle for 

anyone because everyone 

wants to treat themselves 

sometimes. I try not to 

obsess over it. I know I’m 

never going to be the girl  

I was two years ago – I’ll 

never be that big again.

Are you terrified about 

putting on weight?

No. I would never be 

terrified. There are more 

things in the world to  

be terrified of, like my 

family’s health or money 

issues. I’m not terrified 

about gaining 2lbs.

What is your size and 

weight at the moment?

I’m a size 8-10 and I’m 9st. 

Nostalgia at  

Inthestyle.com 

Gaz & I can’t 
avoid each 
other for long

C

Charlotte Crosby talks to  about her 
turbulent relationship with Gaz Beadle and why 
she’s not worried about putting on weight… 
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Charlotte and 
Chloe in bed

The pair were 
together in London 

last Tuesday

Gaz was accused of  

trying to cheat with Vicky

Charlotte 
snogged her 
“gay” friend

She’s now 
happy with  

her body

Charlotte has 

posted her weight 

loss progress
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Harry StyleS told palS 

He waS “diSguSted” laSt 

week after an American air 

hostess he had a relationship  

with sold her story, saying he 

“lied” and was seeing Kendall 

Jenner behind her back.  

 Bitter Megan Smith leaked 

details of their secret nine-month 

fling and, according to our source, 

distraught Harry’s been left 

wondering if he can ever trust 

another girl again.

The 24-year-old blonde met the 

singer, 22, on the band’s private  

jet during their On The Road Again  

tour last year, but the blossoming 

romance came to  

a sudden halt when 

commitment-phobe 

Harry rekindled his 

relationship with  

his former flame 

Kendall Jenner over 

Christmas. He’s thought 

to have gone cold on Megan 

after realising their relationship 

was about to go public. 

But furious Megan was 

devastated to realise that when she 

met Harry in London for a two-day 

romantic liaison in January, he’d 

already hooked up with Kendall in  

St Barts behind her back. She said, 

“I had two great days with Harry,  

but as I was leaving, at the airport,  

I saw the shot of him with Kendall  

on a yacht. I was gutted.”

Megan, who’s also a yoga teacher, 

is thought to have been particularly 

heartbroken as she wasn’t 

interested in Harry at first but he 

chased her and “proved himself to 

be this really great person” before 

referring to her as his “girlfriend”. 

She said, “We got on but I wasn’t 

interested in  

getting into a 

romance… he really had to  

convince me otherwise.” 

A source told new!, “Megan  

was quite distraught that Harry 

dumped her for Kendall. She  

didn’t see it coming and thought  

they were serious. 

“But Harry always told her he  

was too busy and young to get 

attached. He tried to patch things  

up and stay friends after his holiday 

with Kendall, but Megan was too  

hurt and wouldn’t take his calls.” 

Our source continued, “She feels 

she is the one who was used and 

thrown away, and thinks Harry owes 

her – so she didn’t exactly mind  

when a friend suggested she leak  

the romance, something she always 

promised Harry she wouldn’t  

do. Megan is hoping for a career  

in modelling and acting, so is  

thrilled with all the attention. 

“As for Harry, he is disgusted.  

He feels like he can’t date a normal 

girl without the information getting 

out or someone using him to get 

something. Right now, he just  

wants to be alone. He feels like 

before he goes on a date, he needs 

lawyers present to make them  

sign a confidentiality agreement! 

“He thought Megan was more 

down to earth than the type of  

girl who would sell a story, and  

he wonders if he’ll ever be able  

to have a normal relationship.”

We’re sure your princess  

will come along one day, Hazza!

JESS EVANS
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Harry met 
Megan on tour 
last summer

Our source says 
poor Hazza “just 

wants to be alone”

The air hostess 
leaked details 

about their fling

Harry and 

Kendall – seen 

here in St Barts 
on New Year’s 

Eve – reunited 

over Christmas

The One 
Direction star  
is losing his 

 
after the latest 
kiss’n’tell…

Harry: ‘I 
can’t trust 
anyone’
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While his former 

bandmate harry styles 

Was embroiled in his 

rather unfortunate sex 

scandal last week, 

Zayn Malik was on top 

of the world (well, on 

top of a swish hotel in 

Naples, to be precise!) 

with his supermodel 

girlfriend. As contrasts 

go, their worlds could 

not seem further apart.

Looking at the  

shots of smouldering 

Zayn, 23, in a clinch with 

gorgeous Gigi Hadid, 

we quickly realised we 

haven’t seen a couple 

looking so smokin’ since Posh  

and Becks posed for W magazine 

nearly a decade ago! And, as with 

the Beckhams, Zayn and Gigi’s 

upmarket shoot – in the 

May issue of US Vogue, on 

sale in the UK on April 26 

– has helped mark them 

out as one of the world’s 

coolest celeb couples. 

The former One 

Direction heart-throb  

and his missus jetted to 

the Italian city just before 

Zayn, whose debut album 

Mind Of Mine has hit No.1 in both 

the UK and US, shaved off his 

trademark quiff. And as the 

pictures by legendary 

celeb snapper Mario 

Testino show, he 

and the Victoria’s 

Secret model 

couldn’t look 

more loved-up. 

In one photo, Zayn 

caresses Gigi, who’s 

wearing a figure-hugging 

Victoria Beckham 

dress, while in another, 

the pair ramp up the  

sex factor as they 

straddle a motorbike 

together. Oo-er!
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Gigi was clearly thrilled with  

the results, posting one of the  

shots on Instagram and writing, 

“Voguemagazine by @mariotestino 

on stands in May!! xx.”*

Quite what Zayn’s former fiancée, 

Little Mix singer Perrie Edwards,  

22, made of her ex’s steamy PDA  

is anyone’s guess, but we’d love  

to have been a fly on the wall at  

her local newsagent when she 

clapped her eyes on the snaps!

Many critics wrote Zayn off when 

he quit 1D in March last year, but 

since launching his solo career  

with global No.1 Pillowtalk – again 

helped by the presence of Gigi, 20,  

in the video – he’s left his former 

bandmates trailing in the dust. 

What’s more, as making a public 

declaration of your relationship 

goes, Zayn and Gigi’s Vogue shoot  

is as cool as Liam and Cheryl’s 

“Look! We’re together!” Instagram 

efforts were cringey. 

JULIA BrOOKS

Gigi wears  
a Victoria 
Beckham 

dress in this 
stunning pic 

…while Harry 
will be enviousPerrie won’t  

be pleased…

The chart-topper and  
his supermodel squeeze 

Beckhams-style shoot…  

Zayn & Gigi 
do a Posh  
& Becks!

b

One of the steamy 
shots taken by 
celeb snapper 
Mario Testino 
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s if being a TV star, author, 

businesswoman and our columnist 

wasn’t enough, Vicky Pattison is adding 

yet another (G-)string to her bow, as 

the new face and body of Ann Summers swimwear! 

And thanks to her current health and fitness 

regime, the svelte Geordie is in fantastic shape, 

so isn’t fretting about fronting the iconic brand, 

which is known for its sexy lingerie and vibrators. 

In fact, she’s positively buzzing! (Sorry.) 

“It was a perfect fit for me,” she tells us over  

a cocktail or two at a top secret London location. 

“I’m a massive fan of Ann Summers – and I guess 

they’re fans of me!” You can say that again. 

Vicky, 28, who’s seen her star rise since winning 

I’m A Celebrity last year, recently clocked up  

a whopping 3million Instagram followers and is 

often spotted on the celeb circuit with her newly 

formed band of showbiz mates. So it’s little 

wonder people are queuing up for her services. 

But while Vic loves to dress up and hit the town 

– recently with her new man, Made In Chelsea stud 

Spencer Matthews – she’s pretty coy when it comes 

to her sex life. In fact, when we inevitably ask her all 

about it (this is Ann Summers, after all), it turns out 

she’s happier in trackies than she is in sexy undies. 

We have a feeling Spencer will be disappointed. 

Here, we catch up with the canny lass to talk 

bodies, bikinis and bonking…

You’re a swimwear model! Should Kendall 

Jenner, Gigi Hadid and co be worried?  

Ha, I don’t think they have too much to worry about, 

do you? I’m never going to be a Victoria’s Secret 

model. And I don’t necessarily want to be! I’ve heard 

rumours those gorgeous women go on liquid diets 

for two weeks before a show. It must be a full-time 

effort to look that good. And I like my life to be filled 

with other things. I’ve got too many other irons  

in the fire to have that be my sole purpose in life. 

What does Spencer think of the pictures?

He really likes them! He was very impressed  

and very supportive of me.

Did you feel pressure to look a certain  

way for the campaign? 

It’s a big responsibility, especially considering  

I’m following in the footsteps of Sam Faiers and 

Jess Wright, who are massive body inspirations 

of mine. But Ann Summers chose me for a 

reason. It was a huge compliment, because I do 

work so hard at my training. I wasn’t going to say 

no just because I wasn’t a size 6 at the time! 

What do you think the reason was? 

Because Charlotte Crosby said no? I’m joking.  

I reckon that whole bikini babe shower scene in 

the jungle couldn’t have hurt. But it also seems 

like I’m a natural fit. I’m curvy. I’ve got a 32DD 

bust, I’ve got a big bum and an hourglass shape  

– I look womanly and I think that’s why they chose 

me. Plus, I think I look damn good in a bikini! 

How do you feel about being associated  

with a brand known for sex? 

When I told a couple of people, they were like, 

“What!? Sex toys!?” I reckon they think I’m walking 

around with vibrators and the like! I’m actually 

quite a prude when it comes to things like that. 

So you’re not a fan of sex toys? 

I’ve never tried one! [She holds up a bunny pendant 

on a bracelet.] This is the closest I’ve ever been to 

a Rampant Rabbit. Actually, saying that, Charlotte 

Crosby did take me to Ann Summers once when we 

were filming Geordie Shore and tried to scare us.

Why would you be scared? 

It’s not that I’m scared – I just can’t be arsed.  

I’m such a prude. I don’t really like sex. I can’t  

be bothered – I’m just not into it. I’ve no idea how  

to turn myself on! Plus, I’m always really tired. 

Ricky Rayment told us recently he has  

an inflatable sex chair with straps on it.  

Is that a step too far for you? 

It wouldn’t surprise me if Ricky’s got some filth – 

he’s a right f***ing weirdo. I know it’s more common 

these days to have sex toys, but for me, I prefer to 

have a person there turning me on. I don’t have 

those urges when I’m not in a relationship. I’m not 

like a bloke, I don’t walk down the street thinking, 

“Oh my God I have to have sex with the first person 

I see – I need to stick my dick in a watermelon!” 

But I know people who do. Maybe it’s because  

I’m a girl, or because I’ve got a low libido. 

Have you ever been with someone who  

was overly sexual? 

Stephen Bear wanted to have sex all the time.  

By the end, I just couldn’t be bothered. It didn’t 

put me off, as it’s a compliment in a way, but 

sometimes it was like, “No more! I have work to 

do! Please climb off me, you tiny little rabbit man.”

Do you consider yourself a sex symbol? 

Nah! I look like a boy. I wear trackies 85 per cent of 

the time. I like wearing slippers! Honestly, I’m such 

a geezer bird. I’m flattered if people think I’m sexy 

but I’ve no idea where it comes from. Remember 

when I tried to be sexy in the jungle? I dropped the 

bloody soap and got the shampoo in me eyes! 

Spanx or thongs? 

Oh God, I’m a “whatever’s in me suitcase” kind of 

…and also had 
a relationship 
with Stephen

She was 
engaged 
to her 

Geordie 
Shore 

co-star 
Ricci…

Vicky’s dating 
MIC lothario 
Spencer

I’m such a 
prude when it 
comes to sex!

A

In a frank and funny chat with new!, Vicky Pattison dishes the  
dirt on what she really gets up to between the sheets… 
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gal. It depends on what  

I’m wearing. I’m all about 

function over fashion. If I’m 

wearing a skin-tight number 

I’ll go for seamless thongs.  

I like French knickers, too 

– I like things that feel silky.

When it comes to blokes 

– boxers or briefs? 

Definitely boxers! Or I’d take 

David Beckham in Y-fronts. 

Or naked. I bet his willy’s lovely. 

Has a guy ever given you sexy underwear? 

My ex-fiancé Ricci Guarnaccio tried to do it once.  

I sleep exclusively in trackie pants – and not even 

nice ones – so if someone comes back with some 

sexy underwear for us, I’m like, “Really mate?”  

We really thought you guys would get 

married, by the way…

Could you imagine if I was married right now?! 

No, quite frankly. 

I remember sobbing to me mam two days before 

the engagement party, thinking it was too late to 

back out because we had a cake and everything. 

But me mam knew. We broke up soon after. He 

hates me with a violent passion that consumes  

his soul. But then again, I think he’s a little helmet. 

By the way, can you actually swim? 

I’ve got my 200m badge. I’ve got it sewn into  

one of my favourite bikinis in the range. 

Tell us a funny swimwear-related story…

Me and the family used to go to these wicked 

swimming baths, which were quite a journey away. 

Once, when I was about 12, we rocked up – but  

I realised I’d forgotten me bather. Now, me gran 

was adamant I was going swimming because 

we’d travelled so far, so she gave me hers.  

An actual old lady bather. Seriously, at the 

age when everything’s mortifying anyway, 

imagine putting your grandma’s bather on.  

I was devastated. I was just on the cusp of 

boobs but me grandma has massive wabs, 

so suffice to say my tiny little bee stings 

were basically dangling out of this massive 

swimsuit. It was mortifying!

Vicky Pattison for Ann Summers is 

available now in sizes 32A-38G, size 8-18

l It d d what

…but says 

she’s happiest 

in her trackies!

She 
flaunted 
her bikini 
bod in 
I’m A 
Celeb…
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Your weekly celebrity  

news round-up

What’s

Madonna jetted into the UK last 

Thursday ahead of talks with  

her estranged son Rocco  

and his dad Guy Ritchie.

Despite the former 

couple being locked in a 

nasty custody battle over 

the 15 year old, who left his 

mum’s Rebel Heart tour 

three months ago to go and 

live with his dad, Madonna 

sounded optimistic about a 

reunion with her son, tweeting, 

“YES! Good things are coming.”* 

It’s believed the singer, 57, is planning  

on getting Rocco back into school, but  

she will have to wait until he returns  

from the Maldives, where he’s holidaying 

with Guy, 47, his wife Jacqui, 34, and  

their three children. 

It’s been claimed Madonna isn’t happy 

about her ex taking the teen out of school, 

with a source saying, “She has said she is 

prepared to fly over to London when Rocco 

gets back and take him to school herself. 

Madonna is concerned Rocco is going to be 

missing so much school. She wants Rocco to 

relax but his education is very important.”

Anti-capitalist Russell Brand – who 

has criticised the super-rich – has 

been labelled hypocritical for spending 

£1million renovating his swanky six-bed 

riverside home in Oxfordshire. The 

comedian has added a swimming pool 

and cinema room to the £3.3million 

property and has been mocked by his 

pals over his latest housing renovations. 

One friend said, “Russell wants the best 

and can afford to buy it. He admits in 

private he likes the finer things in life.”

Madonna wants
‘good things’ 
froM crisis 
talks with rocco

Madonna was expected
to be reunited with her
son – who she hasn’t
seen since December

Rocco chose to 
live with his 

dad in London

Russell’s spent a 
fortune on his home 
in Oxfordshire

Tulisa pleaded 
guilty to the charge 

of drink-driving 
last weektulisa’s 

driving
ban!

Tulisa wept in court as she was fined £1,000 

and banned from driving for 15 months, after 

crashing her £199,000 Ferrari last year. 

The troubled singer, who was found to be 

one and a half times the legal alcohol limit, 

pleaded guilty to the drink-driving charge 

last Monday, having told police she’d been 

“sleep-driving” at the time.  

Tulisa was hounded by paps when arriving 

at court and was left distressed when her 

address was read out. Her barrister argued 

she “receives a lot of unwanted attention 

because she is famous. Her safety is at risk 

when her address is published.” 

 The lawyer added the ban would be a 

particularly brutal penalty, as the star’s car 

is her refuge and insisted, “She needs to 

actually be in a vehicle for her privacy.” 

Joey Essex was mourning his beloved cat 

Prince Essex last week. The Bengal moggy  

died after being knocked down by a car. 

Devastated Joey, 25 – who adopted Prince 

in 2014 when the kitten was eight weeks old  

– broke the news to his fans that the puss  

had been found dead, just days after he went 

missing from the star’s home in Essex.  

He wrote, “I will miss you forever my 

beautiful little cat Prince R.I.P love you always x.”

Prince was famous in his own right, 

attracting a whopping 23,200 Twitter followers. 

Joey’s heartbroken 
at Prince’s death
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Rebecca Adlington has broken her silence 

on her split from husband Harry Needs.  

The couple, who are parents to ten-month-old 

daughter Summer, announced their break-up 

last month, but Rebecca insists they are on good 

terms. “We are still very much best friends. And 

it’s not like we’re not talking, because we are 

– we talk all the time,” she said. “We are both  

just working hard on trying to be good parents, 

and our total focus is on our daughter.”  

Rebecca, 27, tied the knot with fellow 

swimmer Harry, 24, just 18 months ago.

Rebecca: ‘Harry  
and I are still close’

g

Who’s on the up and 
who’s going down

Janet Jackson  
has postponed her 

forthcoming world tour 
– because she’s trying for 

a baby! The singer, 49, 
told fans, “My husband 
and I are planning our 
family, so I’m going to 

have to delay the tour.”

Corrie star Simon 
Gregson, 41, is taking 

more time off the soap, 
having only just returned 

after five months of 
leave. The actor injured 
his shoulder when he fell 
off a toy scooter while 
playing with his sons.

Rochelle Humes, 27,  
is the new face of Max 
Factor. The Saturdays 
star, who follows in the 
footsteps of Gwyneth 
Paltrow and Candice 
Swanepoel, said the 
news was “a dream 

come true”.

Danniella Westbrook, 
42, has blasted hotel 

chain Premier Inn after 
claiming her room was 
burgled during a recent 
stay in Sidcup. The CBB 
star called the situation 

“a joke”, saying she failed 
to get a refund.

BaD Week

GooD Week
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Stevi Ritchie has released a single in Japan. 
The singer, 35, was spotted on The X Factor  

in 2014 by Japanese producer Yasushi 
akimoto, who wrote his first single,  

Come On! Come On! Come On! Congrats!

Thomas Cohen, 25, has revealed he refused to  

be consumed by the death of his wife Peaches 

Geldof. The widowed dad of two said he wouldn’t let 

himself become traumatised by her overdose in 2014, 

adding, “I just made the decision to start looking after 

myself and I refused to lose myself and become a 

traumatised, grief-stricken single 

father who everyone’s going  

to look at and think and feel 

all of these things about.” 

Thomas, who’s now dating 

Peaches’ pal Daisy 

Lowe, also said it was 

love at first sight with 

Peaches. “That’s what 

happens when you fall in 

love with someone,” he said.

Tom opens up about 
Peaches’ death 

Formula one heiress Tamara 

Ecclestone’s husband Jay Rutland 

appeared in court last week after he 

was accused of assisting a drug lord, 

James Tarrant, in 2010.

The former stockbroker arrived 

without Tamara, 31 – the mother of 

his two-year-old daughter Sophia – 

but was still wearing his wedding ring 

as he walked into Thames Magistrates’ 

Court. The 35 year old has been 

banned from travelling abroad  

and was placed on conditional  

bail following the hearing. The  

case was adjourned until april 20.

Actor Charlie Sheen, 50, is under investigation 
by the Los Angles Police Department after being 

accused of making death threats to his 
ex-fiancée, former porn star Scottine Ross.

Jay goes To couRT!

Rebecca has 
been talking 
about her 
split

Tamara was not

present at the

court hearing

Jay is accused
of helping a drug

lord in 2010

He is now dating 
her friend Daisy

Thomas married 
Peaches in 2012



t’s not often you get to watch a TV 

programme with the stars of the show! And 

as we settle back at an intimate London 

cinema to watch the first episode of the new 

run of Britain’s Got Talent, with judges Alesha 

Dixon, Amanda Holden and David Walliams, plus 

Britain’s Got More Talent presenter Stephen 

Mulhern seated nearby, we have to admit it’s 

something we could get used to! 

During the screening, there’s laughter –  

mainly at David Walliams who came dressed  

as Simon Cowell (right) as the man himself 

couldn’t be there – tears at Amanda’s  

golden buzzer act, Beau Dermott, and 

squeals at Alexandr Magala, the sword 

swallower who’s been hailed the  

most dangerous BGT act ever. 

Here, the judges – and Stephen –  

open up about backstage 

rows, Simon and David’s 

sexual tension and why  

they wouldn’t like to judge 

on The X Factor… 

Amanda, you’ve been a judge 

from the start. What’s the 

secret to your longevity?

Amanda: I’ve got no idea! I just  

get on really well with Simon. 

Stephen: Simon relies on you 

doesn’t he…

Amanda: Well, we can’t talk about 

that… I’m his fluffer, let’s face it!

You’ve had some incredible  

fellow judges over the 10 years 

- Piers Morgan…

Amanda: Who? 

Remember that time Carmen 

Electra took your place?

Amanda: I was in a coma,  

I don’t remember. [Laughs]

It’s extraordinary what the show has  

gone through over the years…

David: It’s extraordinary the lengths Simon will 

go to to try and get off with Carmen Electra! Just 

call her up – you don’t have to put her on telly!

The three of you have started to gang up 

on Simon…

D: We have to! When Simon says no and we all 

say yes, the contestant is still really disappointed. 

He’s the one that can make them a lot of money. 

We’re pretty much window dressing. 

Simon used to try and make you girls 

argue. It’s never going to happen, is it?

Amanda: It’s never going to happen 

because there’s enough crap  

in the industry from 

other women.  

We support each 

other. We are all  

a unit, all four of  

us and I think that 

chemistry, well,  

you can’t reproduce it. 

Alesha: He likes that we get on.

Amanda: He’s over all that  

naked mud wrestling. We’ve done  

it privately. [Laughs]

During your five years together, how 

close have you all come to falling out?

Stephen: It all kicked off when we did a 

game with Simon where he had to put his 

favourite judges in order from 10 down to 

one. He put himself at one, David straight at 

number 10, Amanda fourth, Carmen Electra 

second and Alesha third. David and Simon 

nearly had a physical fight.

Amanda: David nearly squished Simon! 

D: It was highly erotic. 

What do you make of Alan Carr and  

Amanda saying that you and Simon  

have sexual tension, David?

D: I think we do. It will be released at some  

point. I think in the final episode – that’s what  

the viewers would like to see.

Is it true there was a backstage bust-up 

between you two?

D: No, I don’t remember one. We’re  

like brothers. 

You all seem to be getting  

on famously with Simon…

Amanda: He’s been  

well behaved.

D: He’s been in a very good  

mood this series. I think he’s 

having regular sex!

He said he was so pleased  

with you as a panel that he 

considered putting you on The  

X Factor. Would you be up for it?

Alesha: No. You know what, I really respect the 

show but I have too much fun. I love our team!

Amanda: We get better ratings!

Your outfits are always amazing. Do you 

plan to steal the show?

Amanda: I just go for what I like and then,  

if it’s a cold day, I tend to get the headlines. 

Do you worry about what people say?

Amanda: No. I never scroll down. That will  

be the title of my next book!

BGT continues on Saturday at 8pm on ITV

David and Simon 
share a joke

Does Simon 
fancy Electra?

David gets his 
Simon on!

We get better ratings 
than The X Factor!

I

The Britain’s Got Talent judges spill the beans on why 
Simon Cowell is the happiest he’s ever been…
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Last Tuesday marked a year since couples were allowed to 

share parental leave, yet new research by My Family Care 

and the Women’s Business Council shows only one per cent 

of men have taken up the opportunity. One of the main 

reasons for dads not staying at home is lack of awareness 

of the new policy. One per cent might not sound like much, 

but it still shows that the policy has changed some lives. 

I’ve always said if we have another baby, I’d like to take 

at least a month off. It’s funny, because for a period of  

time after Mills was born I actually looked forward to going 

back to work, because it meant I got to catch up on my 

sleep! Maybe that’s why more men are staying at work? 

They can sleep at lunchtime.

DAD 
DUTIES

Ems is
fantastic!

EvEry
wEEk!PLanEt PEtE

This week, Pete talks about his new book and praises Emily for being a great mum

Email me at peter.andre@express.co.uk

I had so much fun with Ant and Dec on Saturday Night Takeaway, 

which was filmed on a cruise ship live from Barcelona. For those of 

you who didn’t see it, I was doing the singalong segment, so of course 

I had to perform Mysterious Girl. I got some flack from people, which 

was bizarre as it was light-hearted fun – it was supposed to be 

cheesy! Imagine if I’d been all serious – it wouldn’t have worked. I also 

got slated for wearing a sparkly belt but I wore it to add to the fun. 

Neil Diamond would have been proud! 

Cut the flaCk, guys!

Katherine Jenkins caused a stir last week 

when she admitted she went back to 

work just three months after giving birth to her 

daughter because she wanted to be a good role model. 

I think she has a point. She’s a worker and it doesn’t mean  

she doesn’t miss her little girl, Aaliyah. She’s providing for her 

family. I admire that work ethic in people. I actually got to know 

Katherine when we both appeared on Saturday Night Takeaway 

and I’ve got a feeling that me, Katherine, her husband Andrew 

and Emily are going to become really good friends. 

In an interview last week, I spoke 

about Emily juggling her career as  

a doctor with raising a family. She’s 

struggled, but she’s no different from 

any other working mum. She hates 

leaving Mills and knows I’d be happy 

for her not to work if that’s what  

she wanted to do, but she loves it. 

She’s been working a lot of  

night shifts recently and they do  

take it out of her but she never 

complains, as she’s doing what  

she loves. After having Mills she 

could easily have put her dream  

of becoming a doctor on hold,  

but she’s a worker. And as well  

as being a great mum, she’s helping 

to save lives – so how could I ask  

for anyone better than that?  

kath is a 
role model

I’m very excited to tell you all  

that Tonight At The 

Palladium is back. 

Bradley Walsh is 

hosting a new 

version of the show, 

which will be on 

Wednesday nights, 

and I’ve got a part in 

it every week! I felt so 

honoured to be asked. I 

posted a picture of myself in 

the royal box at the theatre last week, 

so now it’ll make sense to all those 

who were asking what I was up to. 

Speaking of work, I’m releasing 

my first book in years later this 

year. I haven’t decided on a title 

yet but it will be a picture book. 

People are going to get a real 

behind-the-scenes look into 

our lives. There will be 

never before seen 

pictures and a 

great storyline to 

go along with it.  

It’s almost going  

to be like my reality 

show! I’m also doing 

a perfume signing 

this Saturday in 

Reading at The 

Oracle Shopping 

Centre from 1.30pm. 

I can’t wait to  

meet you all!

Back
On tHE
BOX!

my viEwOn tHEnEws
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Poldark hunk Aidan has sparked rumours that he’s rekindling  

his romance with actress Lenora, who he dated from 2009  

to 2011. He’s reportedly been leaning on the 31 year old  

since splitting from his long-term girlfriend Sarah Greene  

back in November. 

The pair set tongues wagging last week when Aidan’s 

co-star Heida Reed posted an Instagram snap of them 

enjoying dinner together with the caption, “Being  

humans in Los Angeles” – a reference to the show  

Being Human, on which Aidan, 32, and Lenora first found 

love. Could it be second time lucky? Watch this space…

Amy is officially back off the 

market after she stepped out 

hand-in-hand with Essex lad Dino. 

The pair were spotted indulging in a 

PDA as they left Amy’s cousin Harry 

Derbidge’s birthday party last week. 

It’s thought that Amy, 25, and Dino 

have been dating since March and 

she’s even met his parents. 

Last year, Amy was heartbroken 

when her long-term boyfriend 

Bradley Wright was caught sexting 

another woman and then sentenced 

to 18 months in jail for handling 

stolen goods.

Let’s hope Dino’s a keeper!

Drew, 41, has announced 

she is getting divorced from 

her third husband Will, 38, 

after three and a half years 

of marriage. 

The actors, who have two 

daughters together, released 

a statement last week which 

read, “Sadly, our family is 

separating legally, although 

we do not feel this takes 

away from us being a family. 

“Divorce might make  

one feel like a failure, but 

eventually you find grace in 

the idea that life goes on. Our 

children are our universe, 

and we look forward to living 

the rest of our lives with 

them as the first priority.” 

Rugby hunk Danny Cipriani has called time on

his six-month romance with TV presenter Kirsty

Gallacher, allegedly over their 12-year age gap

and the fact she’s a single mum of two. Ouch.

Kirsty, 40, is said to be heartbroken by the split, with a source 

saying, “Kirsty was devastated but agreed it was for the best. She 

and Danny were intense for a while, but it became difficult. It 

didn’t help that he’s younger and she has kids.”

Sky Sports host Kirsty was previously married to another rugby 

player, Paul Sampson, while Danny, 28, has enjoyed high-profile 

flings with Kelly Brook, Katie Price and, er, one of the Cheeky 

Girls. We’ll wait with bated breath to find out who’s next on his list!

Could Sienna  

and her ex-fiancé 

Tom be giving things 

another go? The actors 

were spotted on a low-key 

lunch date in London last 

week, and Sienna, 34, made 

sure she kept her ring finger 

hidden. Sienna and Tom, 30, who have 

a three-year-old daughter, Marlowe, had 

been together for four years before it 

emerged they had split last summer. 

Sienna has since been linked  

to actor Ben Affleck after they 

were spotted holding hands 

on a film set.  
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Amy Childs & 

Dino Warren

hot?
Aidan Turner &

Lenora Crichlowhot?
Sienna Miller &

Tom Sturridge

Not
Drew Barrymore &

Will Kopelman

Not
Danny Cipriani & 

Kirsty Gallacher



Millie Mackintosh was under attack 

last week after reports eMerged that 

she’d deserted her dog arthur since 

her split from Professor Green. While her ex 

was quick to jump to her defence, saying, “Millie 

loves Arthur to bits and I have no anger at the 

situation,” it’s fair to say the former Made In 

Chelsea star has previous when it comes to 

getting rid of her pets. In fact, she has rehomed 

no less than four dogs in the past – namely her 

Staffordshire bull terrier Alfie, her Boston terrier Belle,  

her French bulldog Herby and her Doberman Matilda – 

because she didn’t have time to look after them. Here, 

we look at some other celebs who didn’t get the memo 

about a pet being for life, not just for Christmas…

JeSS evAnS

Bad Karma for Justin
Justin Bieber reportedly abandoned his third 

pet, bulldog puppy Karma, by leaving the 

pooch with dog trainer Trevor Dvernichuk  

for months. Furious Trevor said, “This is like 

taking your kid to school and not picking it 

up.” Justin’s father had originally asked the 

trainer to look after Karma for a few weeks 

and train her. But the singer allegedly failed 

to pick up the dog and apparently ignored  

all of Trevor’s calls. Justin previously owned  

a hamster, which he gave away to a fan,  

and a monkey, Mally, which was a gift for his  

19th birthday. It was taken off him by customs 

officers after he flew it into Germany illegally 

on his private jet. naughty Justin!

Keeping up with 
Kourtney’s Kat
Kourtney Kardashian got a Bengal 

cat called Charli in December 2013 

and said he was the “newest member 

of the family”. But her four-legged 

friend hasn’t been seen on her 

Instagram page since June 2014, 

leading to speculation that she no 

longer has him. And rumour has it 

she only got him in the first place as 

leopard print was featuring heavily in 

her fashion range that 

season! We wonder 

if she’d buy a rat  

if they became 

fashionable…

miley’s  
reBound pup
Miley Cyrus got rid of new 

puppy Moonie after her 

mother bought the pooch  

to help the singer get over 

the death of her dog, 

Floyd, who was killed by  

a coyote while she was on 

tour. Miley had Yorkshire 

terrier Moonie for less 

than two weeks before 

announcing it was  

“too soon” for her to 

have a new pet. Still 

heartbroken over 

Floyd’s death, Miley 

tweeted, “Moonie, 

thank you for 

giving me so 

much love, 

comfort, & peace. 

It’s just to soon for 

me right now 

#missingmoonie.”*

Kylie and Kendall’s 
disappearing dogs…

Kendall and Kylie Jenner received chocolate Labradors 

Louis and vuitton as Christmas gifts from parents Kris 

and Bruce in 2011. But the dogs have hardly been seen 

since 2012. Black Labrador, Gabbana, then popped up in 

Kendall’s life in July 2014, when she was seen taking him 

for a stroll, but shortly afterwards she gave him away  

to the family pastor Brad Johnson.
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Khloé’s custody Battle
Lamar Odom bought Khloé Kardashian a 

boxer dog called Bernard when they were 

still together. However, the dog became  

a bone (sorry!) of contention when they 

split, with Khloé refusing to let her ex have 

custody of him. Instead she gave the pup to her 

assistant to look after and eventually gave him 

away altogether, making Lamar cry “hysterically”. 

It sounds like Bernie had a lucky escape!

h h homed

Millie and 
Arthur in 
happier times

This lot get through more 
pets than hot dinners…

it’s a 
dog’s life!

(celeb)
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s she opens the door, 

with her new baby son  

in one arm and a bottle 

in another, we’re thrilled 

to see Alex Weaver looking so 

healthy. After a tough three-day 

labour, Alex, 19, admits she was  

“on the floor” with exhaustion after 

giving birth to Albie on Mother’s Day 

last month. But the smile on her  

face as she gets glammed up for  

our exclusive shoot and interview 

proves it’s all been worth it.

And, if we weren’t already 

convinced that the Life On Marbs 

star is taking motherhood in her 

stride, the sight of her on her hands 

and knees changing Albie’s dirty (and 

very smelly) nappy midway through 

the shoot confirms it. She turns to 

us and laughs, “Hashtag glam life!”

After revealing she’s back with 

Albie’s father, ex-boyfriend Charles 

Martin, 24, following their split last  

year, Alex confesses, “He’s been 

amazing.” And while he’s not yet 

changed a nappy, he did cut the 

umbilical cord, which is a good start!

Here, she tells new! about the 

drama surrounding Albie’s birth,  

the highs and lows of motherhood  

so far, why she’s back with Charles 

and why she doesn’t get the urge  

to go out partying any more…

Hi Alex! How have the 

first few weeks of 

motherhood been?

Really good. It’s 

exhausting but  

it’s worth it.  

It’s amazing.

Is it  

what you 

expected?

It’s a lot 

harder than  

I expected. I 

don’t think anyone can 

really warn you how 

hard it is. But it’s so 

rewarding. Every time I 

look at him I’m like, “Wow!”

How was the labour?

Horrendous. It was horrific. It was 

the worst three days of my life.  

And because I was in there for  

so long, by the time I gave birth  

I was completely on the floor  

and drained. It was so painful. 

How long was it?

I’d been in and out of hospital 

for the whole week and then 

on the Thursday night I went 

in because I’d had reduced 

foetal movement. They 

told me to come back 

on the Friday to be 

induced. On the 

Friday I was 2cm dilated. By the 

Saturday night I was having 

contractions every two minutes and 

they were lasting a minute. Then   

my waters finally broke, so I went  

in on the Sunday. The actual labour 

only lasted about six hours, but  

by that time I was like, “Please get 

this baby out of me!” I had him on 

Mother’s Day – Sunday March 6.  

I was four days overdue.

What were contractions like?

Agony! It literally is the worst pain,  

I can’t even describe it. Charles  

was rubbing my back and my friend 

Amelia was getting me water!

Who else was in the room?

I had my mum, my dad, Charles, 

Charles’ mum and Amelia in  

and out. They were giving me 

morphine shots and anti-sickness 

medication because the morphine 

was making me sick. 

Did you ever think, “Why am  

I doing this?”

Yes – the whole time [laughs]!  

I was lying on the bed saying, “I  

didn’t think about this part when  

I said I was going to have a baby!”  

What have you named him?

Albie Kristopher Weaver Martin.

How cute! Was it hard to  

agree on a name?

Yes! Charles really wanted Henry  

or Harry and I really wanted Jude. 

But neither of us agreed on the other 

one’s name. We had World War 

Three over it! Then he suggested, 

“Alfie,” and I was like, “I really like 

Albie,” and then we both just agreed. 

Was this after he was born?

He wasn’t named for three  

weeks. He was Baby No Name!  

How much did he weigh? 

He was 7lbs 7oz but he’s 8lbs 

something now. He’s put on  

weight so quickly.

How is your relationship  

with Charles now?

When I was in the hospital, he came 

and stayed with me and we had a 

long chat. We said we do want to  

try and work things out for the  

baby and have a nice family life.  

We drew a line under everything  

that happened and we just want  

to move forward as a family now. 

How is he with Albie?

He’s amazing. He hasn’t changed  

a nappy yet though! 

What was it like changing your 

first nappy?

The poo and the sick hasn’t fazed 

me. When he first did a poo, it was 

all black and tarry and I was like, 

“What even is that?!” When it’s  

your own, you just get on and do it. 

Is Charles living with you?

No. For the first week, he stayed 

every day and then he had to go 

back to work. We do want to move  

‘ Labour was horrific

– the worst three 
days of my life!’

She 
enjoyed a 
sunshine 

break 
before the 

birth

Alex had Albie on 
Mother’s Day 

Albie’s made 
me baby mad!

A

Life On Marbs star Alex Weaver introduces new! to her newborn 
baby boy and tells us about her three-day labour…
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in together so it’s easier but I like 

living with my mum. It’s so nice to 

have help all the time. I don’t know 

what I would have done without  

the support of my family. 

Was Charles with you during  

the birth itself?

Yes, and I had my dad. 

Wasn’t the plan to have your 

mum there?

My mum wasn’t in the room  

at that moment and then they 

wouldn’t let them swap.

Were you upset?

My dad was amazing, but I was 

upset because I did want my mum. 

Did you instantly feel that 

unconditional love?

Yeah, it’s amazing. It’s like he’s  

been inside you for nine months and 

you felt him but couldn’t see him.

Were there tears?

I cried my eyes out! Charles cried 

and my dad cried. 

How long was it before you  

came home?

It was 24 hours. I gave birth at four 

and was out by four the next day.

Did you feel pressured to leave 

the hospital?

I wanted to leave because I’d been 

there so long, but at the same time 

it’s scary because the minute you 

walk out the door you’re responsible 

for another person. I was quite 

pleased I still live at home with my 

mum. I don’t know what I would have 

done if I was going home to a place 

by myself with just me and Charles. 

That first night by yourself is the 

most petrifying thing because every 

time he cries you’re like, “Oh my 

God!” I was trying to breastfeed  

and he wasn’t taking to it so he was 

waking up every hour starving.  

I was in loads of pain and exhausted. 

My mum was up and down all night 

and none of us slept. 

How was breastfeeding?

I just didn’t take to it. I said all along 

that I didn’t want to stress myself 

out. He took to a bottle straightaway 

and he wasn’t taking to breast.  

I just thought, “I’m not going to sit 

39www.new-magazine.co.uk  

She is back 
with Charles



here and force myself to do it  

when it’s just causing stress.”

Does being a mum feel natural? 

You start thinking all these things 

like, “Will I be good? Will he love 

me?” It’s so stupid. You just take  

to it naturally. I’m really lucky he isn’t 

a crier at all. He goes to cry and 

then he can’t really be bothered. 

How is the lack of sleep?

I’m exhausted. He feeds at 12, four 

and seven. I feed him at 12, then he 

sleeps until four so I get a couple  

of hours then. I’ve had quite a lot  

of help. Charles’ mum has him 

overnight for me as well so I have  

a chance to catch up with sleep.

You’ve moved house recently 

too. How was that?

It was stressful to say the least.  

Everything is in boxes. When we  

first moved in I was like, “Nappies, 

where did I put the nappies?” 

Do you have any holidays 

booked?

Yeah, I’m going to Spain, thank  

God! It’s a much-needed break. 

How long are you going for? 

Only a week. The baby had jaundice 

when he was born so he needs 

natural sunlight. We were like,  

“Good excuse – let’s go.” 

Are you worried about taking 

him away? 

Yeah, I am. I’m more worried about 

the flying part. You know when you 

get on a plane and have a baby 

screaming the whole time… 

Have you been on your first 

night out yet? 

Last week, I went out and had a 

couple of vodkas and was like,  

“I’m drunk, I’m going to have to go 

home.” I got in bed at half twelve.  

All my friends were out until half  

five in the morning!

So it’s fair to say your life  

has changed…

It’s crazy how much a baby changes 

your life. I don’t get the urge to go 

out any more. I feel like I’ve aged 

about ten years. I’m only 19 and  

I feel about 40. My life revolves 

around him and I’m not going to  

go crazy any more.

Can you remember life before?

I couldn’t imagine life without him  

any more. The thought of him not 

being here is horrible.

What’s the best part of being  

a mum so far? 

He’s recognising my voice. When 

someone else is holding him, I can 

see him turning his head to try and 

get to me. I’m like, “He loves me!”

How has your body changed 

since giving birth? 

It’s horrible. I can’t wait to start 

going to the gym but you can’t  

train for six weeks. I’ve still got 

another two weeks to wait. 

How much weight did you put  

on during the pregnancy?

I ended up putting on about 2½-3st. 

Are you going to set yourself  

any weight loss goals? 

No. I’m just going to do it naturally.  

I don’t want to be like, “I’ve got to  

get to the gym five times a day.” 

With a baby it’s just impossible  

to do that. I was quite lucky that I 

didn’t put much weight on anywhere 

else. My tummy is my main thing.

Are your friends supportive?

They’re obsessed, all of them! 

You said you wanted to prove 

people wrong. Do you feel you’ve 

had the chance to do that yet? 

Definitely. I’ve taken to motherhood 

really well and I’ve shown people it 

doesn’t really matter how young you 

are, you’re always capable of being 

a good mum.

Do you want more children?

Definitely. I keep saying I’d like five 

but I don’t know if I can handle five!

How long do you think you’ll wait 

before having another?

A couple of years. I’d like him to  

be old enough so that he’s more 

independent. I’m baby mad now. 

There are rumours that Life On 

Marbs won’t be returning for a 

second series. Will you be sad?

I haven’t heard anything. It would 

have been nice to show a different 

side of me – a more calm and 

collected, less wild side! We’ll have 

to wait and see.  

With thanks to Jasmine Bleu  

for the flowers

‘I don’t get 
the urge to 
go out any 
more. I’m 19 
but I feel 40!’
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Alex would like 
to give Albie a 

brother or sister

Her parents 
were at the 
hospital during 
Albie’s birth







This is a perfect combination of retro and modern 

and will look great with knee-high boots and a cool 

tee. In fact, it will be the go-to piece in your wardrobe 

for when you want to stand out from the crowd.
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skirt

topshop £38

Snap it up!
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Sky Premiere 
paris, april 4 
Hot pink is a bold choice for 

the red carpet, but if anyone 

can pull it off, it’s Diane! The  

39 year old’s relaxed hair and 

simple make-up complement 

her bright Hugo Boss number. 

elizabeth taylor 
White DiamonDS
25th anniverSary 
Celebration

new york, april 5 
Eva looks gorgeous in this 

blingy Ermanno Scervino 

dress. The 41 year old shows 

she has a fun side by adding 

playful pink pom-pom heels. 

WORDS: Sarah Loving, Gillian Scholes  PHOTOS: Getty Images, Rex Shutterstock, Wire Image

Shoes

£34.99
New Look

Get the
look

likes your

We take a look at 

who’s wearing it 

well this week



The Olivier 
AwArds 
london, april 3 
Gemma, 30,  

pushes the fashion 

boundaries in this 

stunning Jenny 

Packham gown.  

The embellished 

detail accentuates 

her curves  

and the sheer 

sleeves add 

an extra 

design twist. 
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TribecA bAll 
new york, april 4 
Naomi, 47, goes for 

old-school glamour  

in this grey Valentino 

number. The intricate 

bead detail adds to  

the charm and her 

shoes, also by Valentino, 

complete the look.

GlAAd MediA AwArds 
beverly hills, april 2 
We’re swooning over this Elie Saab gown!  

The classic cut highlights 29-year-old  

Lea’s slim waist, while the pockets give  

it a modern spin. Pure perfection! 

in The sTyle lAunch  

london, april 5 
Wowsers! The 25 year old rocks her very  

own In The Style creation. This playsuit 

perfectly showcases the Made In Chelsea 

fashionista’s enviable figure. 

in

f
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1 Shoes Dune £85 2 Bag 

River Island at Very £25 

3 Dress Zara £29.99

4 Blouse River Island £38

GO
GRAPHIC

1 Dress Coast £95 2 Bag 

Ted Baker at asos £89  

3 Top Mango £29.99  

4 Shoes Office £68
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t H e  f I n e  P
You’ve seen them splashed all over the SS16 catwalks and now 
these fab patterns have landed on the high street – hurrah!
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4 5

1 Top New Look £14.99

2 Jumper Zara £17.99 

3 Dress Dorothy Perkins £25 

4 Shorts Topshop £30

5 Top Boohoo £15

TO BE SQUARE
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1

1 Top WYLDR at Topshop £38  

2 Jumper Look Again £28 

3 Trousers Missy Empire £29

4 Shirt asos £45 5 Trainers Quiz 

£24.99 6 Earrings Marc Jacobs 

at Very Exclusive £40

seeing stars
2

1 Bikini top £16 and bottoms £14 

both BHS 2 Skirt Glamorous 

£24 3 Trainers Vans at Topshop 

£49.99 4 Top New Look £14.99 

5 Trousers Marks & Spencer 

£22.50  
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a new leaf
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1 Top Coast £59 2 Dress M&Co 

£45 3 Top H&M £9.99 4 Shoes 

Very £30 5 Watch Iris & Edie at 

Debenhams £15 6 Skirt Studio 

75 at House Of Fraser £60 7 Bag 

Mi-Pac at Debenhams £20

1 Dress Ariana Grande for 

Lipsy at House Of Fraser £50 

2 Shoes asos £35 3 Trousers 

Betty Jackson at Debenhams 

£45 4 Shirt Betty Jackson at  

Debenhams £45 5 Bag House 

Of Fraser £39 6 Bomber jacket 

Zara £39.99

SPOT ON

BOLD BLOOMS
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1

3 4

4 spring 
trends 
to try
Kick-start the new 

season with these 

fresh style ideas

The Mules

The 
saddleBag

MusTard 
separaTes

The 
Wrap 
skirT

50 www.new-magazine.co.uk  

It’s time to get out those toes and slip 

into your soon-to-be favourite shoes.

The “It” winter bag gets  

a makeover in patchwork 

detailing and duo colours.

The midi-length 

skirt goes from 

pleated to wrap 

this springtime.

This hue is your stepping 

stone to summer brights. 

Mango 

£39.99

Office 

£48

Vagabond 

£60

Topshop 

£59

Dune £60

Aldo 

£45

asos £45

H&M 

£29.99

Primark 

£6

Zara 

£29.99

River 

Island £32

Joy £39

Miss 

Selfridge 

£39
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COMPILED BY: Jodie Spragg  PHOTOS: Getty Images, Xposurephotos.com

The code entitles 
users to 20% off all  
full-priced items at 

Angeleyefashion.com 
until April 19, 2016. The 
code is single use only 
and cannot be used in 
conjunction with any 
other offer codes and 

does not apply to 
delivery costs or 
additional fees.

Add some
celebrity style to
your wardrobeLove it?Get it!

20%  

OFF
CODE: 
nEw20

jeans

pumps

KendAll Jenner

Kendall keeps it classic  

in a pair of comfy mom 

jeans from Topshop, 

priced £40.

dress

ellA eyre

The singer dresses down 

her grey bodycon dress, 

£29.99 from H&M, with 

colourful trainers.

               style   

FeArne 

COTTOn

The presenter 

steps out in 

catwalk-worthy 

heeled ballet 

pumps, £65  

from Office.
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 Here’s how to pin down 

the supermodel’s spot-on 

trans-seasonal style

GET THE LOOK

boots 

Ego 

£29.99

Cardigan 

Mango 

£19.99

T-shirt 

New 

Look 

£9.99

bag  

Matt  

& Nat 

£115

Sunglasses River Island Studio £50

Hat 

Topshop 

£25

ROsiE 
HunTinGTOn-

WHiTELEy

Best of

the rest
: 

cardigans
Apricot 

£25

Mango
£89.99

Jeans 

Oasis 

£40

Zara 
£39.99

River 
Island 

£45



What’s your 
number one 
piece from 

your Simply Be range?

A
The star-print maxi 
dress. It’s just the  
right reference to  

90s grunge – think the  
film The Craft. It can be  
dressed up or down. It’s  
also a great piece to 
transition between 
seasons as it can 
be worn a bit 
unbuttoned  
on the leg in 
high summer 
or with tights  
in winter.

Q

JAMEELA’s NEW coLLEctioN FoR siMPLY BE is AVAiLABLE 
NoW At siMPLYBE.co.UK ANd iN stoRE
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Jameela

Jamil
The star reveals all about 

her new range for Simply Be

If you could 
have any 
celebrity’s 

wardrobe, whose 
would it be? 

A
Please give me 
Kate Bosworth’s, 
but perhaps 

three sizes bigger!

Q

Who has influenced 

your style the most? 

A
British women everywhere. 
I’ve always learned much 
more from street style  

than I have from the catwalks.

Q

What’s  
been your 
best outfit 

for a festival?

A
My favourite 
festival look 
was when I 

went to V Festival 
and wore a long 
brown maxi skirt, 
which was short  
at the front, with 
leather boots and 
a black strapless 
swimsuit. It was 
stretchy, so it 
meant I could 
breathe in it.  
I added some  
crazy costume 
jewellery. I love 
that you can go  
mad at a festival  
and wear a sort of 
costume. Essentially, 
it’s like fancy dress.

Q

Who’s your 
style icon?

A
Cate Blanchett.  
She absolutely 
destroyed 

everyone at the  
Oscars. She always 
looks incredible. Cate 
Blanchett is 100 per 
cent my style icon.

Q

QWhat’s your fail-safe 
look, be it for the 
day or a night out? 

A
Shorts and a great loose 
jacket with ankle boots 
and a statement necklace.

Dress 
£55

Dress 
£45

Shorts 
£35

Jacket 
£45

Who are your 
favourite 
designers?

A
Dolce & Gabbana  
and Matthew 
Williamson. I like the 

way they respect the curves 
of a woman’s body. It feels 
like those designers truly 

love the female form.

Q
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Hot 
list

               style   

1

Being the magpies 

we are, we were 

excited to spy  

this glitzy floral 

clutch, £35 from 

Miss selfridge. 

it’ll dress up  

any outfit!
S
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K
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S
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co

m

Just when you thought you’d seen 

every possible style of jeans, asos 

brings you these beauts, £40. the 

frayed, frilled bottoms have us lusting 

for sandal-wearing weather to  

really show off the quirky design. 

style  

icon Alexa 

Chung has 

teamed up 

with high 

street giant 

Marks & spencer to 

bring us her favourite 

pieces, hand-picked from 

the brand’s archives. 

This gorgeous ruffle 

shirt is in her selection 

and, at £35, we’ll 

definitely be adding  

one to our wardrobe!

E
d

i

t
o r ’ s

p
i

c
k

3

loafers £109 

Finery london

Fashion targets 
Breast Cancer 

is celebrating its  
20th anniversary  

with a River Island 
and Olivia Rubin 

collaboration. there 
are two limited edition 
tees and a bold printed 
t-shirt dress to choose 

from, so show your 
support and grab  

yours now.

Left:
T-shirt £16
jeans £45

trainers £28 

Right:
Dress £24

trainers £28 
Archive by Alexa

5

2

Fashion editor 

stacey Moors’ 

top 5 style buys 

of the week

4
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The prettiest pinks to make the boys wink

W7 Cheeky Chaps Multi Blush  

in Hot Gossip £2.45

KIKO Shade Fusion Trio Blush 

in Apricot £10.90

Miss Sporty Insta Glow Blusher 

in Shiny Coral £2.99

Autograph Pure Luxe Multi-

Blusher in Soft Coral £12.50

KIKO Love Elixir  

Face Powder £14.90

CoMPILEd By: Madeline Crisp  PHoToGrAPHy: Andy Carson  SToCKISTS: Autograph at 

Marksandspencer.com, KIKo stores nationwide, Miss Sporty at Boots.com, W7 at Lovecosmetics.com 

        sTyle       BeauTy

Ooh cheeky!



        style       Beauty

What’s in your  
beauty bag? 

The Call The Midwife star  
on what gets her gorgeous
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Sanctuary Spa Foaming 

micellar Cleansing Water £8

“I always ensure I take 

my make-up off at the end 

of the day. When I did 

Strictly, it was such  

a relief to take all that 

glitter off! This is proven 

to be 50 per cent more 

effective at removing 

foundation compared  

to a wipe and it contains 

argan oil and rose water, 

so it’s gentle on my skin.”

Sanctuary Spa 

Ultimate Salt Scrub £12

and Bio-oil from £8.99  

 “I slather Bio-Oil on 

my body after using 

this salt scrub in the 

bath. I love it at night 

when I’m tired. ”

MAC  

30 lash £10.50

“My quick fix  

is falsies. I’ve liked 

eyelashes since 

having them put 

on every week on 

Strictly Come 

Dancing. These 

individual MAC 

ones take me from 

day to night.”

MAC lipstick in 

Russian Red 

£15.50

“For vintage-

looking lips,  

I love this 

bold red.”

Unite Beach  

Day Texturizing 

Spray £21.70

“This is great for 

volume when I 

can’t be bothered 

to blow-dry.”

Charles 

Worthington 

Hair Healer 

leave-in 

Conditioner 

£5.99

“My hair has 

been through  

a lot of styling 

lately, and this 

repairs and adds 

moisture to it.”

escentric 

Molecules molecule 

01 from £27 

“This is my top 

scent. I get so 

many comments 

when I wear it. I 

also like Diptyque 

candles and I’ve 

always got one 

burning at home.”

Helen has teamed up with Sanctuary  

Spa to mark the launch of the brand’s  

new Foaming Micellar Cleansing Water. 
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So apparently Stephen Bear’s 

been talking about me and 

Spencer Matthews on Twitter. 

Let me be clear, I blocked him 

from social media so I don’t  

see his tweets, but apparently 

he said I once called Spencer 

boring. Er, I don’t recall  

that, mate! Spencer is far  

from boring! Stephen is  

just an attention-seeking 

troublemaker. I haven’t  

felt the need 

to talk about 

him for months,  

and I think he should pay  

me the same courtesy. 

But speaking of Spencer,  

yes, it’s true he met me mam 

and she gave him the seal of 

approval – it means a lot. Mam 

wouldn’t care if I married a  

bin man, so long as the person  

I end up with treats me right.  
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Every

week!

Bear off! 

Mario to the rescue!

I’m so excited about the new show I’m 

working on, Strip Date, which starts this 

Tuesday on 5*. It’s a dating show with a twist,  

in that two singletons from completely opposing 

style tribes get stripped back – no make-up, no 

accessories, nothing - then meet and give each other 

makeovers to turn them into their ideal partners. 

Then, on the second date, they return dressed  

as they normally would, in an effort to see if beauty 

really is skin deep. I’ll be doing the voiceover rather 

than actually appearing in it, so expect some typical 

Vicky quips thrown into the mix. It’s gonna be epic. 

Our girl gives her opinion on 
the “explicit” sex scenes on 

Geordie Shore and has words 
for an “attention-seeking” ex…

My mate Mario Falcone was just messing around when he 

posted that tweet saying we were going to be flatmates! 

He’s actually just been helping me furniture shop for my 

new place as I need a big strong man to help with tape 

measuring and heavy 

lifting. He’s amazing – 

such a great guy and a 

brilliant help. I couldn’t 

have done this move 

without him. Also,  

he’s just decorated his 

own place in Brentwood 

and it’s beautiful, so  

I really appreciate  

his advice and help.

Cheryl Fernandez-Versini will be missed from 

The X Factor, but I’m so happy she’s taken the 

plunge and quit. Fair play to her. She’s had a 

great run and made a massive impression,  

but she’s about to embark on a different 

chapter of her life. She’s got a fit new lad  

in Liam Payne and she wants to concentrate 

on her music. 

The show must be draining, especially for 

Cheryl, who invests so much emotionally.  

And for those who say she shouldn’t give  

it all up for Liam… that’s ridiculous. Cheryl  

is a strong, independent, successful woman. 

There’s no chance she’s giving anything up  

for anyone but herself! 

I saw Charlotte Crosby and Chloe Ferry’s rather  

explicit “lesbian sex” scene on Geordie Shore – it was, 

one million and ten per cent, the most raunchy moment  

in the show’s history! But that’s the thing – you have  

to keep pushing the boundaries and giving people  

what they want. And that’s what the public  

associate Geordie Shore with – wild crazy antics  

like that. Hope you enjoyed yourselves, girls!  

Farewell, chez!

Let’s strip!
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With her designer bag, ripped 

jeans and perfectly placed coat, 

Miranda looks ace. The only folk 

likely to disagree are cape 

makers. “Why not just wear  

a bloody cape?!” we can 

hear them cry...

Miranda

Kerr No one works a trend like  

Olivia, and her glitzy jacket, 

casual shirt and faded jeans 

make for the perfect example 

of shoulder-robing. We  

want Paler-more!

We love this cute summery outfit 

and light blazer – but there’s a 

small part of us that wonders if 

it’s more a case of Jess not 

actually knowing how to 

put on a coat.

Kylie’s dress is kept nice and 

cosy underneath a giant fur coat. 

Well, we say giant, but Kylie’s 

so wee, it’s probably actually 

only a couple of  

inches long...

Jess

Wright

 Kylie 

Minogue

Olivia 

Palermo

Putting your 
hands through 

your coat’s 
sleeves is so, 

like, over. 
Right now,  

it’s all about 
shoulder-
robing...  

SLEEVE
Oli i

SLE
it out!



Shoulder-robing is both 

stylish and practical. Not 

putting a coat on can 

save up to a whole 

second. Lydia knows 

this, that’s why 

she’s winning.

Danielle gives us the bold 

shoulder as she layers her 

jacket over a fitted nude dress. 

If there’s a strong gust of 

wind, we reckon she 

might take off!

Posh looks a bit chilly in this 

snap, but in true VB style, she’d 

never let a little discomfort 

get in the way of a major 

trend.

Kim is pretty much the queen of 

shoulder-robing. But on this 

occasion she’s not quite nailed 

the look – too much 

side-bra exposure, 

Kim!

Cheryl’s regularly been accused 

of looking like her clothes  

are hanging off her. In this  

case, however, with that 

artfully-draped coat, 

they really are...

Danielle

Armstrong

Victoria 

Beckham

Kim 

Kardashian

   Lydia

Bright
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s a single dad to two boys, Jeff Brazier 

has his hands full. Not only does the 

responsibility of bringing up Bobby,  

12, and Freddy, 11, fall solely on his 

shoulders after the tragic loss of their mum, Jade 

Goody, who died from cervical cancer in 2009, 

he’s also determined to guide them through their 

grief while keeping Jade firmly in their thoughts. 

After retraining as a life coach, Jeff, 36, has 

moved to Brighton and is dating PR manager  

Kate Dwyer – and is clearly in a very good place  

in his life. Here, he tells new! his relationship with 

Kate, 26, is “going in a really lovely direction” and 

explains why we’re unlikely to see him on a reality 

show any time soon…

 

Your boys are getting really grown up. What 

are their personalities like?

Bob and I are Geminis and we’re similar in a lot  

of ways. Fred is the most caring and considerate 

little soul. He’s had it difficult in terms of his loss 

and was never the best behaved at school, but 

we’ve managed to improve the situation. 

It was recently the seventh anniversary  

of Jade’s death. Did you mark it at all?

We went to Mummy’s special place, put 

flowers down and spent time hanging 

out because it’s a really beautiful 

spot. It’s my job to bring Mummy up 

and to have a good chat about her. 

The boys deal with these occasions 

exceptionally well. They know it’s OK to 

be a bit peed off and it’s all right to smile 

and be happy when we talk about her. 

Are you glad you’ve kept them out of the 

public eye?

Yeah. It gave them 

the opportunity  

to have a normal 

childhood, despite 

everything they’d 

gone through. I’m 

often cited as 

making Bobby 

“unfamous”! He 

says, “I was 

famous once and 

you really spoilt 

that!” I say, “It’s there for you if you want it when 

you’re older and that will be your choice.” I would 

probably have been very wealthy if I’d continued 

to put them in magazines, but it wouldn’t be the 

kind of success I’d be comfortable with.

Do they see much of Jade’s mum, Jackiey?

I think she’s having a bit of a rough time. She’s  

had an operation on her good arm. But they’re 

looking forward to seeing her when  

she’s well enough.

Do your family help you out  

with childcare?

It’s difficult 

because we 

live in Brighton 

now – it’s  

where my 

girlfriend’s from. 

It’s an incredible place  

to bring kids up. 

Do you and Kate have  

plans for the future?

I’m hoping we continue  

to get on as well as we  

are. It seems to be going  

in a really lovely direction 

and we’re a good team. 

Is she good with the boys?

Yeah, absolutely. She’s got a 

wonderful family who’ve gone out  

of their way for us. It’s nice to have 

that support from new places.

How did you end up being a life coach?

I took up the offer of a free session around three 

years ago. I sat down with a woman called Lydia. 

After an hour, she’d straightened out a head 

muddled with things I wanted to achieve but didn’t 

know what to do first or how. It’s really satisfying 

helping people have these lightbulb moments.

You went on Dancing On Ice in 2011. Would 

you consider another reality show?

You only do reality shows if you’re struggling  

and, at the minute, I’m not. I’ve got plenty of 

commercial work and the coaching is my black 

cab, if you like. I’ve got friends who are 

cabbies, who can go out and make a  

pound note whenever they want.  

It means I don’t need to take 

the wrong sort of work. 

You’re involved in the  

Just Add Mushrooms 

campaign – why’s that?

I’ve always been 

interested in eating the 

right stuff. As a dad, my 

job is to make sure the 

lads grow up with a good 

diet and knowledge about 

what they should eat.

 

Jeff is the ambassador  

for the Just Add Mushrooms 

campaign. Try his recipes  

at Justaddmushrooms.com

Freddy and 
Bobby chat to 
Jeff about Jade

Jade’s mum 
Jackiey

Jeff’s kept his 
sons out of the 

public eye

Jeff says he 
and Kate are  
a “good team”

It’s my job to 
tell the boys 
about Jade

A

Presenter Jeff Brazier tells  
he’s keeping Jade Goody’s 
memory alive for his sons…
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IntervIew Kate Noble
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To order The Genius Gluten-Free Cookbook by Lucinda Bruce-Gardyne (Vermilion, £14.99), call the  

Express Bookshop on 01872 562310 with your credit/debit card details. Alternatively, send a cheque or postal  

order payable to The Express Bookshop to: Genius Gluten Offer, PO Box 200, Falmouth, Cornwall TR11 4WJ 

or visit Expressbookshop.co.uk. UK delivery is free.
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he Geordie Shore star, 25, 

tells new! it’s hard to 

stay healthy in a house 

full of chicken nuggets… 

Who cooks most of the 

meals in the Geordie  

Shore house? 

Scott and Chantelle do. I would 

cook, but there’s no point because you 

make a mess and then you’ve got to tidy  

it – and no one ever tidies the house. Ever. 

Sounds grim! So do you try  

to eat healthily, or do you 

always have a kebab 

after big nights out?

I do eat the chicken 

nuggets and turkey 

dinosaurs Chloe puts  

in the oven, but other  

than that I’m healthy. For 

breakfast I eat poached eggs, 

salmon and avocado, and  

for lunch I’ll have a salad. 

That’s pretty good! So  

who’s the healthiest in the 

Geordie Shore house? 

Charlotte – because she’s  

got that DVD. 

Who’d be your dream 

celebrity dinner date? 

Gino D’Acampo. I don’t know why,  

he just came into my head. Random! 

Man of the 
moment Joe 
Wicks has 
joined forces 
with the New 
York Bakery Co to 
launch a range of 
tasty bagel recipes. 

“Forget the carb 
fear,” urges the 
Lean In 15 hunk. 
“Carbs are your 
body’s main source 
of energy for 
muscles during 
exercise.” Well, if 
it’s good enough 
for Joe! Search 
#buildupbagel 
on social media.

IngredIents 

3-4 tbsp olive oil

60g gluten-free chorizo  

sausage, outer casing removed, 

thinly sliced

1 large onion, diced

1 large red pepper, deseeded  

and diced

1 large green pepper, deseeded and diced

2 large tomatoes, peeled, deseeded  

and diced

2 garlic cloves, finely chopped

1 small red chilli, deseeded and 

finely chopped (optional)

8 large eggs, lightly beaten

4 slices brown or white 

gluten-free bread

Salt and freshly ground 

black pepper

This colourful, gluten-free dish is  
like a burst of summer on a plate!

esCelebrity bites

A tASte 

oF NYC

He’s partial to  
turkey dinosaurs…

Food

Piperade

T

ReCIPe oF tHe WeeK

SeRVeS 4

Method

n Heat 2 tablespoons of olive oil in a large, 

heavy frying pan over a medium heat.

n Fry the chorizo, onions and peppers  

gently for 10 minutes, or until the vegetables 

have softened. 

n Add the tomatoes, garlic and chilli (if using), 

and fry until warmed through.

n Season the beaten eggs with salt and pepper 

and slowly stir into the vegetables, loosely 

scrambling the egg to your desired firmness.

n Toast the bread and generously butter or 

drizzle with olive oil. Arrange on four plates, 

top with a generous spoonful of the Basque-

style scrambled eggs and serve immediately.

TIP:You can use ordinarychorizo and bread ifyou’re not glutenintolerant.

NAThAN hENRy

PiperadePiperade

…but also eats  
healthy salads

t

Gino is Nathan’s  
dream dinner date
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As I sat with my beautiful wife, minutes after 

she took her last breath, all I could do as my 

tears fell was kiss her and beg for her forgiveness.

“I’m sorry I couldn’t do more to help you,”  

I sobbed. When Lucy and I got married just months 

earlier, she was in the middle of chemotherapy. 

Her prognosis didn’t look good, but I hoped that by 

some miracle she’d still be the person I’d grow old 

with. But cancer stole her from me and, tragically, 

there was nothing I could do to stop it. 

I first met Lucy when we were both travelling  

in Australia in March 2008. There was an instant 

spark between us and during three intense weeks 

together, I realised Lucy was the sweetest, kindest 

person I’d ever met. 

We kept in touch and I resumed my career in 

Leeds as a personal trainer. Lucy eventually came 

home to Norwich, Norfolk, and arranged to visit 

me. Things were just as fun as before and we 

started dating long-distance, then found our own 

place in Leeds in early 2012. Head over heels in 

love, we decided we’d get married in June 2014. 

Lucy was always such an upbeat, healthy 

person and in May 2013, she landed her dream job 

as operations manager for a lingerie brand. She 

went on a two-month training course in London, 

but one day she called me sounding worried. 

“My skin’s really itchy all over,” she said. 

I assumed it was stress, or an allergy, so I 

persuaded her to go to a drop-in medical centre. 

She was told it was probably scabies and was 

given some cream, but things didn’t improve.  

When Lucy got home in July, she was scratching 

her skin until it bled, and felt like she was going 

crazy. Our GP prescribed antihistamines, 

but nothing improved. Soon her tummy 

started hurting and her skin began  

to take on a pale yellow hue. 

“What if I’m seriously ill?” she 

sobbed one night. 

“You won’t be, love,  

I promise,” I insisted. 

But deep down  

I couldn’t be sure.

The GP sent Lucy 

for an ultrasound, 

adly in love and 

with marriage 

ahead, life was 

near perfect 

for Liam 

Crossley, now 30, and his 

fiancée, Lucy. She’d just 

landed her dream job at 

a lingerie company while 

he was doing well as a 

personal trainer. 

But, in June 2013, Lucy 

developed an annoying 

itch all over her body – 

one that no doctor 

seemed able to explain, 

or cure. Following a 

shock cancer diagnosis, 

just 18 months later, 

Lucy, aged 29, was dead.

She’d developed a  

very rare illness called 

cholangiocarcinoma, or 

bile duct cancer, which, 

worryingly, is on the 

rise in the UK.

Here, devastated 

Liam, from Leeds, 

tells new! of his 

heartbreak at 

losing Lucy…

M

thinking it could be gallstones, but the scan 

showed nothing. Then, in late August, she’d had so 

much time off sick that she failed to complete her 

probation and lost her job. She was crushed. 

Worse, she called me at work soon afterwards, 

saying her chest felt tight, so I rushed her to  

A&E at Dewsbury hospital.   

Baffled
After hours of tests and scans, we were given 

some frightening news. Her bilirubin level – the 

bile in the blood that should be processed as 

waste – was 395, when it should be around 9 to 17. 

Baffled doctors kept her under observation and 

in mid-September, she was moved to St James’s 

Hospital, Leeds. In October, a scan showed a 

blockage in her left bile duct. 

“What does that mean?” Lucy sobbed.

“I’m sorry,” the consultant said. “You have  

bile duct cancer.”

As soon as he said “cancer”, Lucy collapsed 

into my arms. Even worse, the cancer was too 

advanced for surgery. All they could offer was 

chemotherapy, which Lucy started in the first 

week of November.

But Lucy amazed me. She was so confident the 

chemo would work. Not once did she discuss the 

possibility of death, so I followed her lead. We 

even started planning our wedding, which we 

zine.co.uk

‘I felt so guilty 
I couldn’t save 
my bride’

Liam Cr  
preparing to marry the love 
of his life, Lucy  
unthinkable happened…

Lucy’s eyes 

and skin 

began to 

turn yellow

The couple met in 
Australia in 2008
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pushed back to October 2014. Poring over  

colour plans and venues helped us push  

through those difficult months. 

Thankfully, the worst chemo symptom Lucy 

experienced was nausea and, on our wedding  

day, she didn’t even look ill. At our request, 

nobody talked about the illness. Instead, Lucy  

was the most beautiful bride in a gorgeous lace 

dress. The day was magical. 

We didn’t book a honeymoon as Lucy started 

her second cycle of chemo in November. She 

appeared to be responding well, however two 

days before Christmas she was rushed back to 

hospital after fainting. Lucy was bleeding internally 

because the tumour was squeezing a vein in her 

liver. An operation to fix the problem wasn’t 

successful, so the bleeds kept recurring and she 

was forced to stay in hospital. 

Shattering newS
Christmas passed in a blur and on New Year’s  

Eve we were given the shattering news – there 

was nothing more doctors could do. It was soul 

destroying. Lucy couldn’t stop crying, from fretting 

about pain, to sobbing at all the things she’d miss. 

My heart broke for her. Calling our families was 

awful as they were devastated too.

Sadly, Lucy was too poorly to do the things on 

her bucket list, like taking a ride in a helicopter. 

We had Valentine’s weekend at home in February, 

but Lucy’s liver had started shutting down. She 

was in chronic pain and had lost the feeling in  

her legs. I tried to make it special, getting Lucy 

comfortable and setting out a spread of finger 

food. But, dosed up on morphine, her tiredness 

overwhelmed her. It was a comfort when she 

slept because I hoped it meant she wasn’t in pain. 

Two days later, Lucy went back into hospital  

to have the vein bypassed. Although the op was 

successful, she developed a blood clot in a main 

artery. Then came the worst possible news.

“I’m sorry, we’ll never be able to wake her  

Bile is fluid made in the liver that 

helps digestion and rids the body of 

waste. Cholangiocarcinoma (CC or 

CCA) is cancer that affects bile ducts. 

Cases are on the rise but ages of 

those affected are getting lower.

Surgery is currently the only 

potential cure, but many will be 

diagnosed too late for this. Fewer 

than 5 per cent with CC will survive 

beyond one year from diagnosis.

But it is rare. In 2013, 1,965 people 

were diagnosed. 

Helen Morement of the 

cholangiocarcinoma charity AMMF 

says, “For people who are feeling 

generally unwell, we’d like doctors to 

consider liver function tests, which 

can help alert them to this disease.”

Visit Cancerresearchuk.org  

or AMMF at Ammf.org.uk

what iS bile duct cancer?

from the anaesthetic,” the surgeon explained. 

Both our sets of parents were there and we  

all broke down. I felt inconsolable with grief and 

shock. I was losing the love of my life – it was  

too much to take. 

Together we made the unimaginable 

decision to switch off all the machines 

and let Lucy go peacefully. Nurses 

removed the heart monitor from her 

room so no one would see her flat line, 

then we had to say our heartbreaking 

goodbyes. I didn’t leave Lucy’s side  

for over 12 hours. 

Eventually a nurse came in. “She’s 

gone,” she said. Lucy was just 29. 

I sat with her for an hour after she 

died, talking and sobbing. Wracked with 

guilt that I couldn’t do more to help,  

I begged for her forgiveness. I couldn’t 

imagine my life without her. 

I spent time with her in the chapel  

of rest, and in the funeral home. Then,  

on March 4, the same lady who married 

us conducted Lucy’s funeral. 

After that, I existed in a sort of strange 

limbo, throwing myself into work. Friends 

and family were so supportive, but I found 

it hard to watch people carrying on with their lives 

when something so unbelievably awful had 

happened to my wife.

I’m telling Lucy’s tragic story to raise 

awareness of this form of cancer, which is  

so hard to detect, but is on the rise in Britain.  

If I can save one person, it will all be worth it. 

My grief is still raw, but maybe one day I’ll meet 

someone else and have a family. However, Lucy 

will always be a part of my life. I miss her every 

day. She was a very special person who made 

everyone else feel better just by being herself.

CHARLOTTE NORTH & CAROLINE BENJAMIN
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The only treatment 
available was chemo

Lucy and Liam 
got married in 
October 2014

Lucy was a 
wife for just 
four months



“Training for a marathon is a huge undertaking 

and you don’t want that ruined by shoddy tech,” 

says Nick Braund. “If you have headphones that fall out of your ears, or a GPS 

watch that is forever ‘finding signal’, then you won’t do your best. So make  

sure you’ve researched what you’re buying and that it’s fit for purpose. 

Everyone is different, so don’t just go on what your friends think works.”

Sennheiser PMX 686  

SPORTS Headphones

Sweat and water resistant, and sporting an ultra-lightweight neckband, 

try these for outstanding stereo sound during your outdoor training. 

£79.99, En-uk.sennheiser.com

Garmin Forerunner 15 Small HRM 1 

Violet/White GPS Running Watch

These colourful watches have  

brilliant running-specific functions  

that show distance, pace, calories 

burned, or current pace and  

speed. £119.99, Maplin.co.uk

“Investing in the best possible running 

accessories will really pay off,” says Nick Braund, 

marathon runner and head of technology and innovation at PHA Media. 

“Rucksacks, for example, come in all shapes and sizes, so it’s not  

just about buying something big enough for your gear if you’re running to or 

from work. Try everything on, then buy the lightest, best-fitting accessories 

you can find. The ideal is to not even realise you’re wearing them!”

Salomon Skin Pro 10 

Plus 3 Set Running 

Pack - AW15

Complete with  

a built-in water 

pouch, this is 

lightweight and 

perfect for running  

to or from work. 

£68.95, Sportsshoes.com 

Belkin Fitness Belt

This is brilliant for storing  

your phone and keys, and it’s 

adjustable for minimal jiggle.  

£34.99, Belkin.com

Buff Alona Multi Headband

The celebs on Bear Grylls: Mission Survive all sported 

Buff headwear, and this headband, made from stretchy 

Coolmax Extreme fabric, absorbs perspiration and has 

excellent breathability. £14, Buffwear.co.uk

Pearl Izumi Women’s W Barrier 

Convertible Jacket 

This jacket is wind and water-

resistant and quickly 

converts to a vest 

when the weather 

warms up. £89.99, 

Pearlizumi.co.uk

DP Active Galaxy Leggings

These are from Dorothy Perkins’ 

great range of affordable running 

gear. The designs feature flat 

seams, reflective taping and 

breathable fabrics. £22, 

Dorothyperkins.com

Runderwear

These brilliantly named undies are designed  

to move with the 

body and reduce 

friction and 

irritation, 

allowing freer, 

faster movement. 

£16, Runderwear.co.uk

Berlei High Performance Sports Bra 

This is Serena Williams’ bra of choice, 

so naturally it’s a top performer. “For 

me, no other sports bra compares to 

Berlei, offering unbeatable support,” she 

said. £38, Lessbounce.com

“Look for technical running clothes that wick moisture 

away from your body. They’ll help regulate your 

temperature while also staying light, so you can move 

freely,” advises top running coach Nick Anderson of www.

runningwithus.com. “If you’re doing a marathon, it’s vital 

you wake up on race day having tested all the kit you’ll be 

wearing. Don’t put yourself in danger of 

getting chafing from items you haven’t 

worn happily during training.”

Tech supporT

AccessoriesunderweAr And ouTerweAr

Fitbit Charge HR

Fitbits are a celeb favourite (Tess Daly’s a fan!), 

and this one tracks your activity and heart rate 

on easy-to-read charts and graphs, and even 

lets you set goals and log food. £119, Fitbit.com

Bellum  

Active Selena 

Mesh Tank

A gorgeous fitted lightweight mesh tank made 

from a sweat-wicking fabric to keep you cool  

and dry. We love the spearmint green colour. 

£28, Bellumactive.co.uk

If, like us, you’re taking part in this year’s London Marathon on 
April 24 – or you’re a keen distance runner – check out our expert 

advice about the hero products that can help you across the finish line

mArAThon running!
Your Top-To-Toe guide To

Health



“The biggest mistake 

people make when 

buying a running shoe is getting them from a generic sports shop,” 

says Simon Callaway, European technical manager at running  

shoe brand Saucony. “A running shoe is very specifically designed 

and the range of products suit different runners. In specialist  

stores the runner is watched in motion to assess the best shoes  

for that person. The staff in running stores are often keen runners 

themselves, and they’re often a hub of information on local 

running clubs, physios, personal trainers – and even nutrition.”

“Constantly using 

the same muscles 

during your marathon training can leave you susceptible 

to injury so make sure you care for your muscles and 

joints,” says Mike O’Connor, advanced clinical sports 

massage practitioner at Myofascial-bodywork.com. 

“Regular sports massages and yoga or stretching 

sessions are vital. If you’re brave enough, taking an ice 

bath after a long run can help your muscles recover.” 

Epsom Salts 

If they’re 

good 

enough for 

Gwyneth 

Paltrow  

and Suki 

Waterhouse 

(right), they’re good 

enough for us. Taking a 

soak in an Epsom salts 

bath helps relieve those  

aching muscles. 

£5.95 for a 1kg bag, 

Epsomsalts.co.uk

BetterYou Magnesium Oil Original Spray

This helps the body retain optimum levels of magnesium 

before, during and after training, combating fatigue  

and cramps and promoting faster recovery.  

£12.20, Betteryou.com

Nelsons Arnicare Arnica Cooling Gel 

Massage this non-sticky gel into your  

legs after a run to cool and revive them. 

£5.15 for 30g, Superdrug.com 

“You burn a lot of 

calories when you 

run, so a healthy snack such as a handful of pistachios  

and an apple will help your energy levels,” says TV doctor 

Xand van Tulleken. “Try to maintain an overall healthy 

diet when training and post-marathon. A mix of fruit,  

veg, nuts, fish and meat is great for every day. And when 

you’re running longer distances, eat more carbs!”

Sage The Boss To Go Blender 

Boost your body with nutrients using this  

brilliant Sage by Heston Blumenthal blender,  

featuring a powerful 1,000-watt motor.  

£129.99, Sageappliances.co.uk

Pip & Nut 

Squeeze 

Packs 

These 

healthy, 

nutritious 

nut butters 

make the 

ideal 

on-the-go snacks for athletes.  

£12 for a 15-sachet taster pack, 

Pipandnut.com

SiS GO Isotonic 

Energy Gel 

These little pockets  

of energy contain 22g 

of carbohydrate each 

to power you through 

a run, plus they’re 

readily absorbed  

and easy on the 

stomach. £1.40  

per 60ml sachet, 

Scienceinsport.com

STEALTH Advanced 

Nutrition Super 

Hydration Drink 

These contain balanced 

electrolytes to keep you hydrated when you’re 

pounding the pavements. £15.99 for a selection box 

of 20 powders, Secret-training.com

Foot care For Fitness

easing those muscles

nutrition knowledge

Saucony Guide 8 Trainers

Have your running gait tested at the Saucony Stride Lab, and  

they’ll fit you with the perfect pair of trainers for your feet.  

Taylor Swift is a big fan of the brand. £110, Saucony.com

CEP Run  

Socks 2.0

These 

compression 

socks stabilise 

muscles and joints 

and help prevent 

injuries. They also 

come in a range of 

colours. £39.99, 

Cepsports.

co.uk

Oofos OOriginal Flip-flops

The OOfoam technology behind  

these flip-flops soothes 

and reinvigorates tired 

feet. £40, Oofos.co.uk

Odo Repel 

The Odo range  

is brilliant for 

looking after your 

precious running 

shoes, and this 

spray will help 

protect them  

from water and 

dirt. £5.99 per 

200ml, Odosport.

com/repel
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Call The 
Midwife’s Helen 

George ran last 

year’s London 

Marathon

Jenni 
Falconer 
finished  
in under 
four hours

Made In Chelsea’s 
Hugo Taylor also ran
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Fastening the poppers on my  

son Ralph’s sleepsuit, I felt I might 

burst with love. “You’re a natural,” 

my boyfriend Andrew said, smiling.

It was a moment I’d never  

dared to imagine. For a while,  

it looked doubtful I’d even walk  

again, let alone be a mum. 

Fourteen of us had flown out  

to Malaga in June 2014 to celebrate 

my mum Shelley’s 40th birthday.  

It was going to be a fun-fuelled few 

days. Because I’d left it a bit late  

to book, I ended up in a different 

hotel to the rest of the group, but  

it was still close by.

“You can crash in my room  

any time,” said Mum when we 

touched down at the airport. 

It was the second day of our 

four-day holiday and we’d spent all 

day lounging around the pool before 

settling down to a Spanish meal in 

the local town. But midway through 

eating, I started feeling sick and dizzy. 

“Too much sun!” I laughed as  

my mum and I walked back to her 

hotel together. “Shall I sleep at 

yours, Mum?”

What happened over the  

following 48 hours is a complete 

blank. My next memory is waking up 

in hospital with heavy, sticky eyes.

“Where am I?” I croaked,  

feeling suffocated by the oxygen 

mask covering my face. 

IntensIve care 
“You had an accident,” Mum said, 

tearfully. “Everything is going to  

be OK, I promise.” I discovered  

I’d been in hospital for two whole 

days in a medically induced coma. 

Andrew and my dad, Gary,  

42, were at my bedside in tears. 

They’d flown out as soon as  

they’d heard the news. 

“I can’t feel my arms or legs,”  

I sobbed as Mum gently told me  

what had happened. Sleeping  

in the spare bed in her room,  

I’d started to sleepwalk into the 

bathroom, before climbing out  

of an open window. I’d fallen 50ft  

oing on holiday should be a time  

for rest and relaxation. But for 

26-year-old Amy Wigfull from 

Rotherham, a trip to Spain in 2014  

left her fighting for her life.

After a day of sunbathing and a  

night out at a restaurant, the visual 

merchandiser woke up 48 hours 

later on a life support machine. 

While sleepwalking, she had climbed 

out of a hotel window, fallen 50ft 

and smashed her pelvis, puncturing 

her lung and breaking vertebrae in her back. 

She also suffered a bleed on the brain.

Amy has since made a miraculous recovery, 

supported every step of the way by her 

partner, 24-year-old Andrew Smith, a store 

supervisor. And now the pair have even 

more to celebrate – as they have 

become parents for the first time. 

Here, proud mum Amy tells  

new! how nurturing her  

three-month-old son Ralph  

has spurred on her recovery…

G

on to the concrete below. Mum had 

only realised I was missing from my 

bed when she heard the siren outside.

My pelvis was smashed, I had 

punctured my lung and I’d broken 

three vertebrae in my back. I also 

suffered a bleed on my brain, as  

well as a broken wrist.

I was given a blood transfusion 

and moved to intensive care. The 

doctors suspected sunstroke had 

triggered a sleepwalking episode 

because I’d never done anything 

like it before. Surgeons used metal 

screws to pin my pelvis together  

and rods were put into my back. 

Devastatingly, they warned me  

I may never walk again. 

And there was even worse news 

– even though I was desperate to fly 

home, in the rush to book the trip, I’d 

forgotten to take out travel insurance 

and was facing an enormous bill. 

Amazingly, my friends and family 

raised £16,000 and, three weeks 

after the accident, I was flown home 

by air ambulance. I was so grateful. 

Back in the UK, I was admitted to 

Sheffield’s Northern General Hospital 

to continue my slow, painful recovery. 

“I’ll prove them wrong,” I told 

Andrew, determined I’d walk again.

Just four days later, I took a 

couple of unsteady steps and my 

confidence grew. I was allowed 

home three weeks later, but 

emotionally, I started to suffer.

“What if it happens again?” I asked 

Andrew, lying awake in bed. “I might 

not be as lucky next time.”

Andrew stayed over every night, 

but during the next six months I 

relied on sleeping tablets and would 

wake up in a panic. When I shut my 

eyes, my mind raced as I imagined 

myself falling. Thankfully, I never  

did sleepwalk again. 

The months that followed were  

a struggle. I had two 30-minute 

physio sessions a week and relied  

on crutches before I could gradually 

walk for myself. But crippling anxiety 

meant that I hated being alone. 

Thankfully, Andrew was my rock  

‘a 50ft fall nearly 
killed me… now 

I’m a mum!’
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Despite a fall during a Spanish holiday leaving her close to death, Amy 
 her story…

Amy with 
her mum 
Shelley
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as I gradually pieced my life back 

together. I soon started imagining  

my long-term future with him – and 

realised I really wanted a family. 

It was during an appointment with 

my consultant that I broached the 

subject. My periods had been all 

over the place since the accident 

and I was concerned my fertility  

had been affected by it. As the 

consultant spoke, my heart sank.

“It’s unlikely your body will cope 

with pregnancy,” he explained.

The metal rods holding my pelvis 

together meant the baby wouldn’t 

have enough room to grow. That’s  

if I even managed to fall pregnant  

in the first place because of the 

trauma my body had been through.

“I’m just thankful to be alive,” I told 

Andrew, trying to stay positive.

In May 2015, I felt tired and my 

period was later than usual. Andrew 

and I hadn’t used contraception for 

months. We didn’t see the point.

“Do you think you should do a 

pregnancy test?” Mum suggested. 

“No way,” I scoffed. “It’s just  

not possible.”

When the test showed positive,  

I was dumbfounded, but also 

terrified. The warnings of the 

consultant about not being able to 

carry a baby were ringing in my  

ears – what if I had a miscarriage? 

On TEnTERHOOKS
Over the coming months I was on 

tenterhooks as I had ultrasound scans 

every few weeks. Thankfully, I carried 

the baby high, which is probably how 

it found the room to grow.

At my 20-week scan we  

found out I was expecting 

a boy – and I  

was absolutely 

overjoyed. 

Physically, of 

course, it was 

tough. I’d come 

back home  

from work and 

collapse in a heap. 

The strain on my 

back was terrible, but I knew it’d  

be worth it. When the baby started 

kicking, it all became real. 

As my due date drew nearer I was 

told a caesarean was the only option, 

as my pelvis was too small for me to 

give birth naturally. “I’ll do whatever 

is best,” I told the consultant, 

rubbing my bump protectively.

In December, I was 39 weeks 

pregnant when I was admitted to 

Rotherham Hospital. Five hours 

later, my heart melted when our  

son Ralph was placed in my arms.  

He weighed a healthy 6lbs 13oz  

and looked just  

like Andrew.

“He’s perfect,” 

 I smiled, counting 

his fingers and 

toes. Andrew 

stayed with  

us and we  

lay awake all 

night watching 

our new son, 

gurgling and 

wriggling. After everything I’d been 

through, it felt unreal. 

When I got home, I was bedbound 

for several weeks to recover from 

the caesarean, but Andrew was a 

hands-on dad and I didn’t want for 

anything. As I grew in strength, 

motherhood willed me on to push 

myself. Now, I enjoy life to the full with 

my little man – I can get about just as 

quickly as any of my mummy pals.

Ralph is now three months old and 

I’m enjoying every minute with him.  

I breastfeed and hope to carry on  

for a while, as I love the closeness 

between us, even if he keeps me  

up at night! Being a mum is the best 

thing that’s ever happened to me  

and I still can’t believe I have Ralph. 

I still have days when I feel 

anxious, and moments when I close 

my eyes and worry if I’ll try to climb 

out of a window again, but I have to 

rely on the fact that it was a freak 

occurrence. I feel like the luckiest 

girl alive to have survived it.

CHARLOTTE NORTH

Despite smashing 
her pelvis, Amy was 
able to give birth to 
Ralph in December

Amy, 
Andrew  

and Ralph

She fell  

50ft from a 

bathroom
window

Amy’s dad rushed 
to her side as she 
recovered from
life-threatening
injuries in Spain
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breakfast
“I’m eating a very healthy diet – I’ve been on it for  

a month because I’m not training at the moment.  

I had one protein shake, which is a meal replacement 

shake, from my own range. I make that with water.  

I also had a black coffee – I drink about three a day.”

NUTRITION CONSULTANT IAN MARBER 

SAYS, “I don’t agree that this is a healthy diet,  

as even the best meal replacement can’t fully 

replace food. But given that Jodie is following 

this for a reason it can be useful for a day or 

two – but a month seems like a long time.”

HeIGHt: 5ft 2In
Dress sIZe: 8 

Jodie Marsh

Why aren’t you training at the moment?

I’ve been told not to because I’ve got a neck  

injury. So I have to watch what I eat because  

I don’t want to put on weight. I wouldn’t normally 

be this intense with my diet!

It does sound quite extreme! What do you 

usually eat when you’re weight training? 

I can eat whatever I want – pizza, 

chips… and I don’t put on weight. 

When you can train, what  

is your regime?

I exercise five times a week.  

I do 45 minutes of cardio and  

then 20 minutes of weights. 

Why do you make your shakes 

with water instead of milk?

I’m vegetarian but I’m turning 

more vegan, so I make all my 

shakes with water. I’ve been 

making a lot of vegan food and 

feeling really good afterwards. 

I’m trying to cut out all the  

bad stuff. I cook with natural 

products like coconut oil. 

What is your favourite  

part of your body?

My stomach. Even though  

I haven’t trained for a while 

I’ve still got muscle definition 

and it’s flat. When I’m in 

competition shape and 

I’ve got a six-pack, I love  

it. It feels so powerful. My 

shoulders and arms are  

my second favourite. 

Do you have a least 

favourite part?

Not really. I’m really happy 

and confident – not in  

a big-headed way – I’ve just 

learned to love myself. I make  

the most of what I’ve got. 

You wore a T-shirt with the slogan  

“strong not skinny” recently. Is that  

an important value to you?

If I could do one thing, it would be to change 

women’s opinion into wanting to be strong and 

not skinny. When women aspire to be skinny, 

they don’t realise how detrimental that is.  

Skinny means unhealthy, unless you naturally 

have a fast metabolism. There’s nothing attractive 

about being unhealthy.  

The glamour girl turned bodybuilder, 37, is on a strict diet after  
a neck injury put her egime on hold…
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“I had another protein shake – the 

same flavour. It tastes like a mint  

Oreo blended into a drink!” 

IAN SAYS, “Jodie has a very specific 

aim, hence managing exactly how 

much protein, carbs and fats she  

eats. A protein shake works for such  

a project, but won’t suit everyone.”

snacks
“I’m a creature of habit so I have the  

same routine every day – a banana,  

half a punnet of strawberries and  

half a punnet of raspberries. I also 

have two OMG bars from my range 

– chocolate chip and double chocolate 

– and two or three rice cakes with 

peanut butter. Throughout the day I have 

five or six cups of green tea and one litre  

of water. I don’t really like alcohol.” 

IAN SAYS, “It’s good to see some fresh fruit here as it 

offers polyphenols (micronutrients), that aren’t always in 

supplements, as well as fibre, and the pleasure of 

eating. Rice cakes with nut butter combine food 

groups for prolonged energy. Protein bars 

are useful, but I don’t think two a day for  

a month should replace traditional foods.”

DInner
“Every single night I have two slices of 

wholemeal toast with mashed avocado, 

garlic, chilli and lemon juice plus a tiny  

bit of olive oil. I’ve got addicted to it.” 

IAN SAYS, “Jodie should make the toast 

granary for extra fibre, and could add a 

sliced egg for some protein. Other than that, 

it’s a tasty dinner and ticks plenty of boxes.”

JST Jodie® supplements have been developed by

JST Nutrition in conjunction with INBF bodybuilding

champion Jodie Marsh. The range, for men and

women, can help with burning fat and weight loss,

toning up, bulking up and building muscle.

My food diary
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Email me at lauren.goodger@express.co.uk

Lauren tells us about finally 
introducing her boyfriend Jake  

to her mum, brother and sister…

week in numbersLauren’s

Every

week!

› 
I bumped into Lydia Bright and Georgia 

Kousoulou last Monday in the Zizzi 

restaurant in Loughton. Jake and I had  

gone there for lunch and they walked  

in just minutes after us, so we all shared  

a table. It was great fun catching up with  

the girls and it made me realise I don’t  

have enough girl time. 

When you’re in a relationship, it’s easy 

to get wrapped up in a routine, and it can 

be easy to forget about your friends. I do  

miss my TOWIE girls. 

›
Katie Price commented on a photo of me and Jake taken at  

my sister’s party, saying we need to meet up. We’ve been talking 

about getting a date in the diary for so long, but both of us are just  

so busy. I read Kieran got a tattoo of Katie and I think it shows how 

committed he is to her. I get the vibe they’re really on track now. 

Jake’s actually going to get a tattoo of my name. He hasn’t had  

any tatts done for ages because he’s been so busy. It’s really sweet  

of him, but I have told him there’s no rush. I don’t know where he 

wants to get it done, though – maybe his forehead? Only joking. 

›
It was really sweet of Ferne McCann  

to say I’m her fitness inspiration.  

I’ve sent her a copy of my DVD – I hope  

she enjoys it! I think it’s lovely when 

colleagues praise you because it then 

makes you want to support them  

too. So thanks, Ferne. 

I also read a nice interview my  

pal Lauren Pope did. In it, she 

sounded quite angry on my behalf, 

that I’m constantly reminded of  

my past. She said people have 

forgotten all the sh*t I went 

through and like to make me  

out as the miserable, bitter one. But that 

couldn’t be further from the truth. Even  

if Jake and I split, I’m that confident and 

comfortable in my own skin, being single 

wouldn’t faze me like it used to. Thanks for 

the love, Lauren. 

Miss you, Kate!

›
Jake met my brother Tony, sister  

Rianna and my mum for the first time  

the other weekend. We’d all got together  

at a party to celebrate my sister Nicola’s 

charity skydive. 

Tony and Jake were laughing and getting on really well. I kept asking  

them what they were talking about but they wouldn’t tell me, ha. But  

the next day, Tony did tell me he loves how protective Jake is of me and  

said it shows how much he cares. 

Throughout the night, everyone was coming over and wanting to talk to  

us, which was lovely. Mum was even telling Jake stupid jokes. Afterwards, 

Jake, Rianna, her mate and I went to Circuit in Romford. I’d never been  

there before but it was really fun!  

›
Is Gwyneth Paltrow mad? 

Last week she admitted she 

pays for bees to sting her as  

part of a beauty treatment 

to stay looking young. 

Why would anyone 

want to do that? I’ve 

no idea how it works, 

but what if the bee 

stung you in the  

eye or something? 

The worst beauty 

treatment I ever 

had was a couple 

of years ago in LA. 

It was CO2 laser 

resurfacing that 

basically tricked 

your brain into 

thinking your face 

was on fire. I’ll 

never go through 

that pain again!
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Expect monkey  
magic in this visually 

stunning remake

What’s it all about? 

After a fatal accident, the memories of a 

CIA agent (Ryan Reynolds) are implanted 

in the head of hardened criminal Jericho 

(Costner), who runs riot around London.

What’s good? 

An action-packed thriller with a starry 

cast (hello, Wonder Woman!), this is  

Criminal

fun if you’re interested in the idea of  

one man’s memories and personality  

competing with another’s.

What’s bad? 

The whole story is preposterous! 

new! VERDICT: Ridiculous but 

entertaining J J J 

Helen Mirren, Aaron Paul and the  

late Alan Rickman star in this thriller 

about a military operation to capture 

terrorists in Kenya.

ALSO OUT THIS WEEK... 
Eye In The Sky (15)
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Another gripping Nordic noir telly series,
this time about some mysterious deaths in 
a remote Icelandic town. Star Ólafur Darri
Ólafsson is utterly brilliant.  HHHHH

DVD OF THE WEEK
Trapped (15)

CERTIfICaTE: 15 

DIRECToR: ariel Vromen

STaRRIng: Ryan Reynolds, 

Kevin Costner, gal gadot

CERTIfICaTE: Pg

DIRECToR: Jon favreau

STaRRIng: neel Sethi, Bill Murray, 

Ben Kingsley, Idris Elba

What’s it all about?
Little boy Mowgli (Sethi) lives in the jungle, where 

he’s been raised by a family of wolves. But when 

fearsome tiger Shere (Elba) threatens to kill him, 

Mowgli is forced to leave his pack and begins  

a journey through the jungle, meeting colourful 

characters such as Baloo the bear (Murray) along 

the way. Based on the 1967 animated classic. 
What’s good?
The stunning special effects make you really feel 

like you’re in the jungle with Mowgli and his furry 

pals. The voice cast, which also includes Scarlett 

Johansson as Kaa, is very strong and although this 

version isn’t exactly like the original movie, the big 

songs are still included, so look out for some fab 

vocals from Bill Murray and Christopher Walken.
What’s bad?
Those special effects are almost too realistic  

and some scenes may be particularly scary for 

younger viewers - and some older ones too! 

new! VERDICT: It’s a Bare Necessity to see this film! J J J J

1. Eddie The Eagle (PG)
Taron Egerton is adorable as  

ski jumper Eddie “The Eagle” 

Edwards, in this sweet, funny 

account of his remarkable rise  

to fame back in the 80s. J J J J

Our pick Of recent releases

4. 10 Cloverfield Lane (12A)
Suspense-laden thriller about a 

woman being held in a bunker. 

John Goodman and Mary 

Elizabeth Winstead are 

outstanding. J J J J

2. The Huntsman: 
Winter’s War (12A)
Magical fairytale fun, starring 

hunky Chris Hemsworth, Emily 

Blunt and Charlize Theron. 

Spellbinding. J J J J

5. High-Rise (15)
Any film that stars Tom  

Hiddleston and Sienna Miller is 

likely to be a great watch – and 

this doesn’t disappoint. Stylish  

and darkly funny. J J J

3. Batman v Superman: 
Dawn Of Justice (12A)
Batman and Superman take a 

break from beating each other  

up to defend the world from 

naughty Lex Luthor. J J J J

Film of
the week

 The Jungle    
Book

Reynolds stars in 
this mad thriller



 

Saturday april 16 
– Friday april 22

Car Crash Couples Weds, april 20, MTV, 9pM 
With Top Gear looming in the TV schedules and Drive pushing 

celebs to the limit, the nation’s gone car crazy! This new show 

pits four couples – including on/off Geordie Shore couple Holly 

Hagan and Kyle Christie 

– against each other in a 

high-octane race across 

Europe to the finish line.  

It wouldn’t be the first 

time Holly and Kyle’s 

relationship has reached 

the end of the road!

We chat to the former Downton Abbey actress,  
who’s currently starring in thriller Marcella…

FierCe Tues, april 19, iTV, 8pM/
Ben Fogle: The greaT aFriCan MigraTion 
Fri, april 22, Channel 5, 9pM
TV adventurers Steve Backshall and Ben Fogle embark 

on separate, but equally epic, wildlife missions this 

week. Steve is on the  

trail of the world’s most 

fierce animals, starting  

in Indonesia where he 

narrowly escapes the jaws 

of a Komodo dragon, while 

Ben follows two million 

wildebeest, zebra and  

other mammals from the 

Serengeti plains to Kenya’s 

Maasai Mara.

Abb t

Laura CarmiChaeLa Cuppa with. . .

What was your first 

impression of your 

character Maddy?

I thought, “What an interesting 

girl. She’s not looking for 

approval or to be liked.  

She’s after what she wants, 

at whatever cost.” She could 

have taken what information 

she felt she had to the police 

very early on. But she  

wants to be involved in  

a big reveal. She’s ambitious 

and proud. But in time,  

she comes to realise  

she’s been pretty foolish.

There’s an intimate 

scene between Maddy 

and her boyfriend in 

this week’s episode…

Yes, it’s about as far from 

Lady Edith in Downton  

as you can get! The scene  

is really creepy for reasons  

the audience will discover.

Was it a conscious decision 

to play a character so 

different from Lady Edith?

No, not really. I wasn’t trying to 

kill off Edith, but I’m delighted that 

it’s different! It’s modern,  

young, ambitious and complex.

And the clothes must have 

been more comfortable!

Yes, jeans and stilettos!

Do you often get recognised 

in the street?

People tend not to recognise  

me because I look completely 

different to how I did in Downton.  

I don’t think anyone has gone, 

“Oh, that’s Lady Edith.” But 

people do think you’re really  

posh because you’re playing 

somebody really posh!

What was the best part  

of being in the show?

That extraordinary journey was 

so exciting. No one would have 

expected that George Clooney 

would visit the set and we’d  

end up at the Golden Globes.

How do you reflect on your 

Downton experience?

We were all pleased people were 

happy with how the series ended. 

I’ll be grateful to it my whole life.

Marcella, Mon, April 18,  

ITV, 9pm

Tying the 

knot on TV!

Love & marriage!

driving forCe!

MiChael McinTyre’s
Big shoW saT, april 16, 
BBC1, 7pM
One of our favourite aspects 

of this returning show is Send 

To All, when Michael writes 

an embarrassingly random text and sends it to 

everyone in an audience member’s contacts list.  

In the first episode of the new series, he steps it  

up a notch and does the same to former Spice Girl 

Geri Horner. We really hope Posh replies!

This Morning ThroWs a 
Wedding Weds, april 20,  
iTV, 10.30aM
Annie and Gareth are  

the happy couple lucky 

enough to have the stress 

of planning a wedding 

taken off their hands 

thanks to the capable 

team at This Morning.  

However, the trade-off is 

that they will get married 

live on air aboard the HMS 

Wellington on the River 

Thames, which is bound to 

increase the wedding day 

jitters by a truckload!

Annie doesn’t have any 

reservations, though.  

“It’s out of this world,” 

she says. “Just totally  

and utterly amazing.  

A dream come true!” 

Here, the This Morning 

team share their expert 

advice, thoughts on 

romance and memories of 

their own wedding days…

gok wan on 

wedding styLe:

“kate middleton looked 

absolutely incredible. that  

has got to be one  

of my favourite 

wedding dresses  

of all time.”

phiLLip sChofieLd  

on his wedding day:
“steph and i got married in a 

castle in scotland. the wedding 

was small and we had  

a massive reception  

a few days later.”

hoLLy wiLLoughby 

on her wedding day:

“it was one of the best days of 

my life. one standout moment 

was walking into the marquee 

and seeing everybody 

you know and love 

looking back at you.”

eamonn hoLmes 

on ruth:

“ruth does lovely things for me 

every day. sometimes i’ll be 

watching tv and she’ll  

walk in with a lovely 

meal for me, which  

i wasn’t expecting.”

ruth Langsford on her 

wedding day:

“eamonn was teary during  

a lot of our wedding. he  

cried through the vows 

and he cried during 

his speech, but 

that’s nice.”
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play To The WhisTle saT, april 16, iTV, 9.20pM
Move over, James Corden – Holly Willoughby is taking  

up the reins and will be presiding over TV’s latest sports 

quiz show! Former Chelsea footballer Frank Lampard 

and comedian Bradley Walsh will once again join Ms 

Willoughby as team captains, and funny man Romesh 

Ranganathan reprises his role as Frank’s regular 

wingman. Good luck keeping those guys in check, Holly!
a good sport!

spiCe up

your Life!

a



e were shocked when 

Brian McFadden  

and Vogue Williams 

announced their 

separation last summer. The pair 

had been married less than three 

years and appeared rock solid. 

Although neither has discussed 

why they split, it hasn’t ruined their 

friendship. However, anyone hoping 

for a reunion will be disappointed 

as, when we meet her, Vogue, 30, 

insists there’s no going back. And 

although she says she’ll suffer pangs 

of jealousy when Brian, 35, moves 

on, she insists she’s happily single. 

In fact, just days after we spoke to 

the model turned presenter, it was 

reported she was helping Laurence 

Fox, 37 – who she met while filming 

the first series of Bear Grylls: Mission 

Survive – get over his split from  

wife Billie Piper, 33, and that they’d 

organised a night out to lift his spirits.

Here, Vogue, who is heading up a 

series of investigative documentaries 

for TLC, tells new! she isn’t as tough 

as people might think… 

You defended Brian after singer 

Kian Egan said it was aggravating 

that he’d formed Boyzlife. Are 

you protective of him?

I just don’t like people calling stuff 

out when they’re wrong. Of course 

I’m protective of Brian, but if he 

were wrong, I wouldn’t have come 

out and said anything. I just think  

it was a little tacky of Kian. It was 

really obnoxious.

Is it definitely off the cards you 

and Brian will get back together? 

It is, unfortunately. We’re really good 

friends still.

Do you still live together? 

No, no, no. I live in east London now. 

Are you seeing anyone else?

I think people find it really weird that 

I’m not. I’ve been in relationships for 

11 years now – I was with someone 

for six years before Brian – and  

I’m just enjoying myself on my own.  

I don’t have to answer to anyone.  

So no, I’m not seeing anyone yet.

How would you feel if Brian met 

someone? Would you be jealous 

or would you be happy for him?

I’d be happy for him. But of course, 

you’d have the obvious feelings  

of jealousy like anyone would.  

I would hope she wouldn’t mind 

us being friends. That’s my only 

concern really. He might meet 

someone who likes me…

Would he ever give you 

relationship advice?

No, definitely not! I don’t think 

either of us is in a position  

to give relationship advice!

How did you become involved in  

making TLC documentaries?

I make documentaries in 

Ireland, so I’ve been 

ready for a while. 

These are all my 

ideas, they’re things 

I’m really interested 

in and it’s great I’m 

able to make shows 

about them.

You visited a women’s 

prison in Florida. What 

was that like?

It was so unbelievably strict.  

A couple of months before we went, 

someone had been killed in the 

prison – so it was actually more 

dangerous than the men’s prison! 

You interviewed Emilia Carr, who 

is facing the death penalty for 

the murder of Heather Strong  

in February 2009…

I thought I’d be nervous, but when 

she walked in, she sat down and 

tucked her knees under her arms 

and seemed really childlike. I just 

couldn’t help feeling sorry for her. 

You’ve made a documentary on 

the afterlife. Are you a believer?

Yes. When my dad died I went 

through the whole thing of worrying 

he wasn’t OK. I still think he’s gone 

somewhere else. I was trying to 

figure out if I could 

speak to him through 

mediums. After filming 

the show, a medium 

tweeted me when Brian  

and me broke up, and said, “I 

told you you’d break up.” I was like, 

“Oh, well done, thanks a million!”

For a documentary on sex,  

you went to a swingers club. 

What was that like?

It was hilarious! Not that I’m a prude, 

but I’m not into that sort of thing. 

What’s really crazy is they have 

saunas – that’s the last place I’d 

want to go! It would be roasting! 

You won Bear Grylls: Mission 

Survive last year. Do you 

consider yourself quite tough?

I think people think I’m tougher  

than I am. I’m a bit tomboyish,  

but I would be quite sensitive  

to people being mean to me.

The new series starts with 

Vogue Williams In Prison on 

April 20 at 10pm on TLC 

Vogue and 
Brian remain 
good friends

Vogue and Laurence  

met on Bear Grylls: 

Mission Survive

At the 
toughest  
prison 
boot camp
in the US

She interviewed 
Emilia Carr on 

Death Row

I’ll be jealous  
if Brian meets 
someone else

W

Vogue Williams 
says she’ll find it 
hard when her 
estranged hubby 
moves on, but  
a reunion is out  
of the question… 
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Kate and Charlie are two halves of a whole - destined 
to be together since they met aged five, until life gets in 
the way. The idyllic life they’d planned is suddenly replaced 
by platonic friendship, but do they ever fall out of love? 
A terrific tale of loving someone that can’t be yours…

These Days of ours 
Juliet ashton (simon & schuster, £7.99) 

What’s on your iTunes?

Justin Bieber. The kids dance 

round the house – they love  

it. archie thinks he’s a rapper 

or something.

What’s the first single 

you ever bought?

Backstreet Boys. i used to love them. 

and the first gig you went to?

i used to go to Peter andre concerts and make 

my mum wait at the stage door to try and get 

a glimpse of him, but i never did. i’ve met him 

now though. i didn’t tell him!

Do you have a go-to karaoke song?

no, i haven’t got one. you wouldn’t want  

to hear me sing!

We caught up with Danielle at the VIN + oMI 

Colourotic show at London fashion Week

  Album of

the week

What you need to know… 

nearly 20 years after their 90s 

breakthrough, Shaznay lewis, 

Melanie Blatt and natalie and  

nicole appleton are back – for  

the third time. 

first impressions…

it’s always tricky when a band  

makes a comeback, particularly for 

a band as huge as all Saints were 

back in the 90s. For better or worse, 

many fans will want everything to 

sound a bit like never ever and a  

bit, well, 1997. The truth is, Red Flag 

isn’t bad, it’s just different – and 

sadly not everyone likes change.  

We really like both one Strike and 

one Woman Man, plus the relatable 

Who Hurt Who, but Ratchet 

Behaviour spoils it for us. This funky 

and ultra-modern song has the girls 

rapping and it just doesn’t work. 

Download this…

one Woman Man.

Did you know?

one Strike was apparently written 

about nicole’s split from former 

oasis frontman liam Gallagher. 

All SAintS

Red FlAg

new! verdict… 

Hit and miss.

fragILe Kygo fT. LabrINTh
A different sound from what we’ve already heard 
from Kygo, Fragile reminds us of a funked-up 
Sam Smith and John Newman. It’s being added 

to our driving playlist. We’re fans and 
looking forward to Kygo’s debut album, 
Cloud Nine, which is released next month.  

to

Win!
SAMSUNG HOME ciNEMA kit  
& GrANtcHEStEr ON DVD

competition

Entrants must be 18 or over. Winners will be selected at random  
from all valid entries. The Editor’s decision is final. For full T&Cs, see  
www.express.co.uk/campaigns/terms/7. By responding to promotions, 
offers and competitions you agree that Northern & Shell & new! 
magazine may contact you by post, SMS and/or email with offers,  
goods or services that may be of interest to you. To stop receiving  
SMS messages, please text ‘NS NOINFO’ to the originating number. 
Express Newspapers/Northern & Shell reserves the right to offer  
these promotions in its portfolio of titles. Prizes are subject to 
availability. Images are for representational use only.

To celebrate the release of Grantchester  

Series Two, we’re giving readers the chance  

to win a Samsung 55in curved smart TV,  

a Blu-ray and DVD player and a Samsung 

soundbar. The winner will also get a copy  

of Grantchester Series Two on DVD so they  

can follow the lives of charming clergyman 

Sidney Chambers and his crime-fighting  

partner Geordie Keating. 

The second series of Grantchester is available 

on DVD and digital download from april 18.
HOw tO ENtEr
cAll 0905 789 3492 (80ppM)* Or tExt NEwGrANt fOllOwED 
by yOUr EMAil ADDrESS, NAME AND ADDrESS tO 86660 (£2)**

GrANtcHEStEr cOMpEtitiON, pO bOx 12581, 
SUttON cOlDfiElD b73 9bx

*Calls cost 80p per minute plus your telephone company’s network access 
charge and last 2.5 minutes. **Texts cost £2 plus your usual network rate.  
or to enter via post, send your name, address, phone number, email address,  
age and gender in a sealed envelope to:

one entry per letter. Competition closes midnight 30.05.16 and three working 
days later for postal entries. SP: Spoke. Helpline: 0333 202 3390.
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We chat to the actress who joins Neighbours as Madison, the 

daughter of the show’s iconic couple Scott and Charlene…

A cuppA with. . .
M di th

SArAh EllEn

How have you settled in  

at Neighbours?

Everyone is super nice. They’re 

families on the show and families 

in real life, and the producers are 

open to ideas. They let me help 

out in the wardrobe department, 

so I actually got to style Madison! 

You’re also a fashion blogger 

and you have almost 1million 

Instagram followers…

Fashion is a passion of mine. If 

you combine all my social media 

channels, it’s more than 3million. 

It’s honestly insane.

You took a selfie with Kylie 

Minogue! How did that  

come about?

It was at the ARIA Awards in 

Sydney. We arrived on the red 

carpet at the same time and I told 

her I was a big fan of her work. 

When my role on the show 

was announced, 

she sent me a 

message saying, 

“Welcome to the 

neighbourhood.”

And you met Jason Donovan 

on The One Show...

They wanted to surprise Jason 

live on the show, which was 

hilarious. I’ll never forget the 

look on his face! He gave me 

some tips after the show and 

wished me luck. 

Did you feel any pressure 

because Madison is the 

daughter of such icons?

I was nervous to begin with. 

They’re Neighbours royalty!

Why does Madison turn 

up in Erinsborough?

She’s sent on a mission  

from her parents because 

her brother Daniel is about 

to make a life-changing 

decision, and she wants  

to reconnect with her 

uncle, Paul. 

What’s Madison like?

She’s extremely 

good-hearted and 

stylish. Like her mum, 

she’s very feisty 

and adventurous!

Voting has opened 

for next month’s 

prestigious Soap Awards 

now that the long list of 

nominees has been released. 

EastEnders’ Danny Dyer, 

Corrie’s Jack P Shepherd and 

Emmerdale’s Danny Miller are all up for 

the Best Actor gong, while outgoing Corrie  

star Alison King is in the running for Best 

Actress, alongside Emmerdale’s Lucy 

Pargeter and Hollyoaks’ Jennifer Metcalfe.  

Visit Britishsoapawards.tv now to vote  

for your favourites…

Thirty years ago, Charlene 

Robinson (played by a 

then-unknown Kylie Minogue) 

made a dramatic entrance to 

Ramsay Street by climbing 

through the window of her mum 

Madge’s house. This week, 

Neighbours history repeats 

itself as Madison – daughter of the 

legendary Scott and Charlene – is 

caught by her brother Daniel doing the same thing! See 

below for our chat with Sarah Ellen, who plays the newbie. 

In Corrie, Steve is back to celebrate Michelle’s 40th 

birthday, but little does he know that his wife has kissed 

her ex-boyfriend Will. Eek! 

Meanwhile, outgoing EastEnders’ residents include 

Nancy and Tamwar, who embark on a round-the-world trip. 

And, in Emmerdale, Paddy and Rhona head off to 

start a new life in Germany... Auf wiedersehen!
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Monday april 18 - 
Friday april 22

There’s bound to be 

tension between Belle 

and Joanie in Emmerdale 

considering Joanie pretty 

much stole Belle’s dad from  

her mum. But this week, it’s 

Joanie who lashes out and 

slaps Belle in the face! Also 

in the village, Cain discovers 

Andy’s been grilling Moira over Debbie’s whereabouts 

and gives him an unfriendly warning in The Woolpack. 

In Hollyoaks, Nathan almost breaks down the 

McQueens’ door trying to get at Cleo, who he’s 

convinced is responsible for Rachel’s death…

Having babies seems to be making certain 

Soapland residents go a bit doolally. First  

we had Stacey’s meltdown in EastEnders and  

now Corrie’s Sarah is having all sorts of worrying 

thoughts about Harry and sees his christening as 

some sort of exorcism! During the service, she 

thrusts her son into Nick’s arms and flees the 

church. Check out our interview with Tina O’Brien, 

who plays the troubled mum, on the opposite page.  

In Home And Away, Zac is formally charged  

with Charlotte’s murder and Alf drafts Morag in  

as his lawyer. If anyone can get him off, it’s her!

Joanie gives
Belle a slap

Daniel catches his 
sister sneaking in 

Steve and Michelle

are reunited

Breaking
and entering!

under threat  

After sleeping  

with Marnie, 

Hollyoaks’ Freddie  

has decided her 

daughter Ellie is  

the woman he wants. 

We’re baffled as to why he dresses up as a 

sailor to woo her, but it wouldn’t be the first time 

he’s made an iffy decision! Freddie turns up at The 

Dog and Ellie’s first reaction is to pour water over 

him. But his persistence pays off and she agrees  

to let him back into her life… Nice work, Freddie!

Desperate measures...

Freddie gets
a soaking

Nick takes
Sarah’s baby

hello sailor! 

SoAp SnippEt

Zac ends up

behind bars
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Will Danny scoop
Best Actor?



er Corrie character 

Sarah Platt may be 

struggling to bond with 

her new baby son, but 

thankfully, things are less dramatic 

for soap star Tina O’Brien in reality. 

The 32 year old enjoys a stable and 

happy family life with her partner  

of five years, Adam Crofts,  

their 18-month-old son Beau  

and Tina’s seven-year-old 

daughter Scarlett from 

her relationship with 

her former co-star 

Ryan Thomas.

Tina returned to 

the Cobbles in 2015 

after a seven-year 

break and was  

thrown straight back  

into the deep end with a 

harrowing storyline that saw her 

baby daddy, evil Callum Logan, killed 

during last September’s live episode. 

But when we meet for a chat, the 

petite star hasn’t aged a day since 

her first day on set in 1999. We’d 

love to know her secret!

Here, the softly spoken actress 

tells us how she loved performing 

live in front of millions of viewers  

and explains why she’ll miss her 

co-star Paula Lane, who quits the 

soap later this year… 

Hi Tina! How have you found 

Corrie the second time around?

When I came back I did my first scene 

in the Platts’ house and it was really 

odd how normal it felt. I’d not been 

there for seven years and, honestly,  

I felt like I’d only been gone a week. 

Do you feel different to your 

younger self?

I’m much older now. I’ve got a  

family and I think your priorities 

change. I left when I was 24 and  

I had no children. Now 

I’m nearly 33 and I’ve  

got two. It just means a lot 

more juggling and being more 

tired, basically. That’s all it is!

How do you handle balancing 

motherhood with Corrie?

A lot of it is thanks to my partner 

Adam, who has my back. Honestly, 

he’s a good’un, I’m really lucky. My 

family live nearby too, and we have  

a fantastic nanny, who’s not been 

with us very long but she looks  

after my little boy and girl like you 

would want to look after them 

yourself – if that makes sense!

It does! She sounds amazing…

She makes me want to step up and 

be a better mum as she’s so good.  

I feel very lucky.

Has having kids 

given you more 

experience to 

draw upon for 

playing Sarah? 

Yeah. Although  

I think life 

experience in 

general is very 

good for this  

kind of job. We’re not saving the 

world but what we do get to do is  

try to portray something in the most 

believable way possible. Learning  

the lines is easy. Trying to make it 

real is the hard bit. 

What was it like playing a 

pregnant woman again?

It was interesting having a bump 

again, I must admit. It was weird!

Did you enjoy being pregnant  

for real?

I wasn’t a fan in real life, 

especially towards the 

end – just because  

I felt so heavy and 

uncomfortable. So  

I was like, “Yay, 

that’s all done!” 

when I came back. And then, when  

I read the scripts, I was like, “Oh  

my God, you’re kidding me!” 

Are you looking forward to all 

the secrets coming out about 

murdered Callum Logan? 

For any actor working on this show, 

it’s more fun when there is drama 

going on. The only thing is, apparently 

there are a lot of long night shoots! 

You received praise for your 

performance in the live episode. 

Would you like to do another? 

Yeah! I loved every second of it. 

Your days working  

with Paula Lane  

are numbered…

Selfishly, I’m gutted.  

I absolutely adore  

her. But for her,  

it’s the right thing  

to do. She’s ready  

to go and I totally 

understand that. 

She’s such a 

fantastic actress.

Coronation Street, 

Mon, Weds, Fri, ITV, 

times vary

d hild N ki

A selfie from 
2014, while 
pregnant 
with Beau

Tina says she’ll miss 

working with Paula,  

who plays Kylie in Corrie

With 
Scarlett  
and Beau

Tina’s been 
with Adam 

for five 
years

I wasn’t a 
fan of being 
pregnant

H

Coronation Street star Tina 
O’Brien talks to new! about 
juggling work and motherhood… 
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No wonder Scott – son of acting legend Clint – is such ababe magnet. The 30 year old, who’s been linked to former Made In Chelsea gals Caggie Dunlop and Lauren Hutton inrecent weeks, has clearly inherited his dad’s good looks and has a body to match – as he proved when he took part in a triathlon in Miami’s South Beach last weekend. The previous week, Lauren helped him celebrate his birthday at a party in San Diego, and just days before that he cosied up to Caggie at a posh dinner. We wonder who Scott, who’s busy carving out his own successful film career, will be spotted with 
next? Get in line, ladies!

Scott
EaStwood

Guy candy



Horoscopes

*For Lori’s starLine seLect your zodiac number (in brackets under each star sign). caLLs cost 80p per minute pLus your teLephone company’s network access charge. maximum 8 minutes. entertainment onLy. subscribe to daiLy 
astro texts For 50p pLus standard network charges per message per day. this is a subscription service, to unsubscribe at any time send stop to 87080. sp: spoke, 0333 202 3390. **For text a psychic: each text received costs  
£1.50 per message. you wiLL receive two messages per question. totaL cost £3 (pLus network charge). when you text a psychic you may receive Free marketing messages From new!. to opt out, text noinFo to 87776. avaiLabLe 
across aLL networks. customer service: 0333 202 3392 (9am-5pm, mon-Fri). services For entertainment onLy and reguLated by phonepaypLus. 18+ onLy.

I’m really excited by the 

prospect of Louis Walsh 

returning to The X Factor 

(Strange but true: we’re 

glad Louis is coming back!,

issue 668). The new formula 

didn’t work and I missed 

Louis and the way he used  

to disagree with Simon. 

Abigail, Wales 

Shame about Chezza going 

though, Abigail! A Carmen  

by Samantha Salon Glamour 

Curls worth £89.99 is on  

its way to you. 

@CharGazLovers

@new_magazine Charlotte and 

Gaz just need to be together.. 

They are perfect for each other!

@sheikh_munira 

@new_magazine @bbcthree 

Frightening however honour-based 

violence exist in the UK. #everyone 

hasachoice #awarenessLouis’ 
return
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Letters

tweets

Tweet and follow us @new_magazine 

To text your comments, write NEWCHAT 

followed by your message and send it to 

83080. Texts cost 25p plus your usual network 

rate. SP: Spoke Ltd, Helpdesk 0333 202 3390

write: Letters, new! magazine, The Northern & Shell Building, 
Number 10 Lower Thames Street, London EC3R 6EN emaiL: newletters@express.co.uk

13 16 37 43 47 26
wednesday, apriL 6

HeALTHLoTTery drAW numberS

bonus 
bAll

poor tess
I feel so bad for Tess Daly over the revelations 

that hubby Vernon Kay has been texting model 

Rhian Sugden again (‘Tess should chuck Vernon 

out!’, issue 668). Will Vern never learn? I do 

wish Tess luck and hope that she fights for  

her marriage, even though her husband  

doesn’t exactly deserve it right now. 

Marie, billingham 

saturday night sorted!
Yay, so pleased Britain’s Got Talent is back 

(‘The humour between us is brilliant!’, issue 

668)! It’s my favourite TV talent show and 

brings lots of laughs to Saturday nights. The 

judging line-up is brilliant – as are hosts Ant 

and Dec – and it’s great seeing the banter 

between David and Simon. It makes the show! 

Joel, Warrington

Carmen electricals has teamed up with former TOWIE star Samantha Faiers to present its 
Salon Glamour Curls. Drawing each section of hair into the curling compartment means you 
can create a different look – from salon-style curls to natural waves – in minutes. Carmen  
is the electrical beauty brand for women who work hard and play harder, offering personal  
care from head to toe, including a range of hair  
styling and foot care products. The brand 
was established in the 60s and was most 
famous in the 80s for its big hair rollers. It 
is now being relaunched for women today. 
For more info, visit Carmen-products.co.uk.

win great stuff!
If you’d like the chance to win our fab Letter Of The Week 
prize, write to the postal or email address at the top of 
the page. Please include your name, address, email and 
daytime phone number. All letters must be original. new! 

is unable to return any manuscripts or photographs.  
The editor reserves the right to edit submitted material. 

new! cannot reply to letters individually. 

Aquarius jan 21 – FEB 19

You could go here, there and everywhere 
this week. Or, sensibly, you could ease the 
stresses and strains of your busy life by 
staying home. At work, it’s time for a new 
beginning. Call my Starline to hear more: 
0907 181 2957 (11)* or subscribe to  
new! Astro Texts (see below right).

Gemini MaY 22 – jUnE 22

Someone wants to get to know you  
better. You’re undecided, but give the 
friendship a chance to grow. On Tuesday, 
get the whole story before you draw a 
conclusion. Call my Starline to hear more: 
0907 181 2957 (03)* or subscribe to 
new! Astro Texts (see below right).

leo jULY 24 – AUG 23

You love a challenge, so you can afford to 
think big now. Either a spur-of-the-moment 
trip breathes new life into your relationship, 
or a distant call throws up some fresh 
possibilities. Call my Starline to hear more: 
0907 181 2957 (05)* or subscribe to 
new! Astro Texts (see below right).

Pisces FEB 20 – MaR 20

Whether your love is old or new, romance 
and faraway places are strongly linked. 
With new energy and confidence, you’re 
dynamite this week and taking everything 
in your stride. Call my Starline to hear 
more: 0907 181 2957 (12)* or subscribe 
to new! Astro Texts (see below right).

Cancer jUnE 23 – jULY 23

Rework a project that’s been a hit for you 
in the past. Your energy and prodigious 
appetite for success ensure you will  
achieve a big goal. Love is triumphant  
on Friday. Call my Starline to hear more: 
0907 181 2957 (04)* or subscribe to 
new! Astro Texts (see below right).

Virgo AUG 24 – SEP 23

Your horizons are expanding. Business 
opportunities bring greater kudos and 
earning power. Friday brings a situation  
to a climax. A chapter may end, but a new 
story is about to begin. Call my Starline  
to hear more: 0907 181 2957 (06)* or 
subscribe to new! Astro Texts (see right).

Aries MaR 21 – APR 20

Because you like to be a mover and shaker, 
what happens this week won’t let you 
down. Monday’s lateral thinking turns a 
situation to your advantage. Let romance 
into your life. Call my Starline to hear 
more: 0907 181 2957 (01)* or subscribe 
to new! Astro Texts (see below right).

libra SEP 24 – OCT 23

It’s crunch time for a certain relationship, 
and love goes from lukewarm to red-hot! 
A discussion resolves an important matter. 
You could receive a welcome bonus at the 
end of the week. Call my Starline to hear 
more: 0907 181 2957 (07)* or subscribe 
to new! Astro Texts (see below right).

sagittarius Nov 23 – DEC 21

Whether you’re recycling items or ideas, 
you hit a rich seam. Get down to business 
on Monday, and by Friday you strike it 
lucky. Book a well-earned weekend break. 
Call my Starline to hear more: 0907 181 
2957 (09)* or subscribe to new! Astro 
Texts (see below right).

Taurus APR 21 – MaY 21

A burst of energy raises your spirits.  
But a planned trip may have to be put on 
hold. Where love’s concerned, however, 
you have secret plans! On Friday, a big 
commitment is made. Call my Starline  
to hear more: 0907 181 2957 (02)* or 
subscribe to new! Astro Texts (see right).

scorpio OCT 24 – Nov 22

Despite an increasingly busy schedule, 
you’re actually feeling good about yourself 
and your work. The unexpected may take 
you by surprise but it can bring unforeseen 
benefits. Call my Starline to hear more: 
0907 181 2957 (08)* or subscribe to 
new! Astro Texts (see below right).

Capricorn DEC 22 – jan 20

Believe in yourself – positive thinking can 
bring about remarkable events. A door 
closes on a team project, but bigger things 
are in store. Fate engineers new meetings 
and a party at home. Call my Starline  
to hear more: 0907 181 2957 (10)* or 
subscribe to new! Astro Texts (see right).

lori Reid
April 18-24

Simply text NEWPSYCHIC and then your 
question (max 160 characters) to 87776.** 
My psychics will send you an instant 
answer. You will receive two message 
responses charged at £1.50 each.  
Total cost £3 (plus network extras).

My gifted psychics can 
answer ANY burning 
question you might have.

Call Free and speak to our friendly 
advisers to book a reading:

0800 063 1493
or pay on your phone  
bill and call:

0906 150 5898  
(£1.50/min, 18+)
Calls cost £1.50 per minute plus your 
telephone company’s access charge. 
Service available 8am-1am, seven 
days a week. Calls made outside 
these hours will be charged. Max 
length for calls is 19.6 mins. Booking 
line open 9am-5.30pm, Mon-Fri. 
Callers must be 18+. You must have 
the bill payer’s permission.

text-a-Psychic

Subscribe to new! Astro Texts for 50p plus 
standard network charge per message per 
day (max weekly cost of £3.50). To join, text 

NEW followed by the first three letters of 
your star sign, eg nEWGEM, to 87080. 

This is a subscription service. It will cost 50p 
plus standard network charge per message 

per day until you text STOP to 87080.

when you 
book a 

30-minute 
reading!

saVe
oVer 
£15

LiVe psyChiC Lines
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1  Name that Andy Murray and Kim Sears 

have given their baby girl (6)

4  US hip-hop electronic dance duo 

consisting of Redfoo and SkyBlu (1,1,1,1,1)

10  She Makes __ __, song that was a hit  

for former boyband JLS (2,5)

11  Venezuelan-American fashion designer, 

Carolina __ (7)

12  US rapper whose real name is Marshall 

Mathers (6)

13  Comedian who is a team captain on  

Would I Lie To You? (3,4)

14  Lisa __-__, Welsh singer who is  

a member of Steps (5-3)

17  British singer whose hits include 

Dynamite, __ Cruz (4)

20  __ Jones, former choirboy who hosts  

TV shows including ITV’s Weekend (4)

21  Irish boyband whose members included 

Markus Feehily and Nicky Byrne (8)

25  TV personality who is a judge on So  

You Think You Can Dance, Nigel __ (7)

27  Gerard __, Scottish actor whose  

films include London Has Fallen (6)

29  US actor who played Joey in Friends, 

Matt __ (7)

30  David __, Scottish actor who played 

Doctor Who (7)

32  US singer who was a member of the 

Pussycat Dolls, Kimberly __ (5)

33  __ Corr, Irish singer who is a member  

of The Corrs (6)

1  Horror film franchise starring Tobin Bell (3)

2  US actress who is the wife of Will Smith,  

Jada __ Smith (7)

3  Model born in Somalia who is the widow of  

the late David Bowie (4)

5  Helen __, Academy Award-winning British actress (6)

6  British fashion model and TV presenter, __ Chung (5)

7  __ Le Bon, model who is the daughter of Simon  

and Yasmin Le Bon (5)

8  One of the stars of Geordie Shore, Aaron __ (8)

9  Michael __, late US singer often known as the  

King of Pop (7)

15  Two-part film biopic starring Benicio del Toro 

 and Julia Ormond (3)

16  Actress who plays Katniss Everdeen in the 

 Hunger Games films, Jennifer __ (8)

18  __ Stewart, character in Home And Away 

 played by Ray Meagher (3)

19  Scottish actor who stars in TV’s Once Upon 

 A Time, Robert __ (7)

22  Taylor __, star of the Twilight films and the  

TV sitcom Cuckoo (7)

23  British actor set to star in the upcoming season  

of Game Of Thrones, Richard __ __ (1,5)

24  Laurie __, actress who plays Jane Beale  

in EastEnders (5)

26  US actor who has played Spider-Man in three  

films, __ Maguire (5)

28  Sebastian __, US actor and star of films 

 including The Martian (4)

31  US actress and star of Ugly Betty and 

 Devious Maids, __ Ortiz (3)

VICTORIA BECKHAM

CAT

TAYLOR SWIFT

MESSAgE

LADY gAgA

PRETTY

Crossword

Words  ear

Rearrange the letters in the shaded squares to 
find the name of a contestant on The Jump…

Alex Jones

Bear Grylls

Chris Evans

Chris Packham

Davina McCall

Emma Willis

Evan Davis

Fiona Bruce

Gary Lineker

Liz Bonnin

Mary Berry

Matt Baker

Monty Don

Olly Murs

Piers Morgan

Sandi Toksvig

Stephen Fry

Tess Daly

Zoe Ball

Issue 667’s solutions Crossword: Scotty T  Wordsearch: The Beach  Celeb gnashers: 1:C; 2:A; 3:B  Spot the difference: Writing on Georgia’s 

top missing, badge on Lydia’s top, colour of Ashley James’s dress, neckline of Ashley Roberts’ dress, colour on Georgia’s bag, rip in Georgia’s jeans 

missing Puzzles prize winner: Rachel Mills from Essex 

Celeb bags Match these three stars to the 
accessory they’re carrying…

1 2

BA C

3

Across Down
1 2 3 4 5 6

7 8 9

10 11

12 13

14 15 16 17 18

19

20 21 22

23 24

25 26 27

28

29 30 31

32 33
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Can you find the six differ es of ill  
Smith during filming for Collateral Beauty York?

ords  earch

Spot the difference

All of these  presenters can be 
found in the grid except for one. 

Name:  

Email: 

Phone number: 

Crossword answer:

Wordsearch answer:

new! has teamed up with Nail HQ to 

offer readers the chance to win more 

than £70 worth of nailcare goodies! This 

great prize is ideal for keeping your cuticles in 

healthy condition with all the essentials you need,  

such as a base coat, strengthener and hardener.  

Using cutting-edge formulations, Nail HQ offers  

you naturally beautiful nails that are nourished,  

strong and glossy. The range has been formulated  

to counteract manicure damage by keeping your  

nails in tip-top condition. You need never suffer  

a broken nail or ragged cuticle again!  

For a chance to win, send this form with the 

answers to our crossword and wordsearch, along  

with your contact information, to: Puzzle Prize 669, 

new! magazine, Number 10 Lower Thames Street, 

London EC3R 6EN by April 24. A winner will be chosen  

at random and contacted by the new! team. 

Win
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eing on TOWIE means two things for a girl 

– drama and make-up! Kate Wright, who 

joined the show last September, admits she 

loves nothing more than relaxing without 

her warpaint on – although when she posted this 

Instagram snap with co-star and boyfriend Dan 

Edgar, 25, she faced a backlash for claiming she was 

completely make-up free. Here, Kate, 24, talks about 

online abuse and why she’s against taking selfies…

Set the scene for us… 

Dan and I had just been to the gym and I live just 

around the corner from Lockie’s Kitchen so we  

went there for lunch at about 2pm. 

You captioned the snap, “#nomakeup”…

I got quite a lot of abuse for writing that because 

although I wasn’t wearing make-up I have my 

eyebrows tattooed, individual eyelash extensions 

in and I looked quite brown, so no one 

believed I didn’t have any make-up on.

Do you prefer not wearing any 

when you’re not filming?

We have to wear so much 

make-up for the show so 

whenever I get the chance to not wear any I will, 

because I feel like my face is always clogged up. 

Does Dan prefer you glammed up?

He always says he prefers me with no make-up on.  

Would you say you’re high maintenance? 

I think Dan would describe me as high maintenance.  

I probably am! He hasn’t got an easy job. [Laughs] 

Is he quite high maintenance, too?

No, he’s not actually. He’s very low maintenance. 

Did you work out together at the gym? 

No. I do more intense workouts and he can’t keep up! 

What did you have for lunch? 

Protein pancakes. They do nice healthy 

food. Dan had a healthy chicken 

burger with sweet potato fries. 

Do you often opt for 

 a healthy lunch? 

I try to, but when I’m  

filming I struggle to eat 

well because we’re always on the go and it’s  

difficult to prepare your meals. 

What did you do for the rest of the day? 

We did something really bad… Opposite Lockie’s 

there’s an old-fashioned sweet shop and we bought 

a load then went home and watched a film! 

Do you like taking selfies? 

I prefer having someone take the picture of me. 

Who on TOWIE takes the most selfies?

Dan takes quite a few! It’s really funny. 

How many photos do you usually take before 

you let one go out to all your followers?

I think about five…

Is there a celeb you’d love a selfie with?

Kim Kardashian. She’s beautiful.

Have you ever posted a selfie then regretted it?

When I’m drunk I might upload a selfie and think, 

“Oh, that’s lovely,” and the next day I think, “Oh  

my God, what was I thinking?!”
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@iamkellybrook
Boating on a Blustery 

English Day  

Wednesday, april 6

Kelly does boating in style – 

with her girl pals and some 

bubbles, of course!

Megan McKenna 
via Instagram

Long weekend filming  

in Suffolk! Looking 

forward to spending 

my Sunday with 

someone #️I♥Sundays

Sunday, april 3

Wonder who Megan’s 

been missing… Does  

his name rhyme with 

“meat sticks”?

@Mario_Falcone
New hair colour #tones  

TUESDAY, APRIL 5

Hmm, we’re not sure this 

is your best look, Mario.

Catch up 
with what 
the stars 

have been
saying 
online

Tweet

talk

@ElizabethHurley
Favourite form of travel

TUESDAY, APRIL 5  

Like it, Liz. Can’t wait to  

see you nipping round 

London on one of those!

your

selfie!

ExprEss

B

TOWIE star Kate Wright 
poses with boyfriend Dan 
Edgar for this online snap…

Kate Wright 
via Instagram

Nice lunch
@Lockieskitchenuk
with @Danedgar...

#nomakeup






